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Editor’s 
Note

August,   2019

I don’t know that Prime Minister of Pakistan, Imran Khan is 
perfect man but his stance on Kashmir is perfect and valid. He 
reiterated his country's complete support to eight million 
Kashmiris in Occupied Kashmir, observed that Indian Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi had committed a historical blunder by 
abrogating Article 370. 

Recently, in his televised address to the nation, the prime 
minister said the whole nation and its government would go to 
the last extent to support Kashmiris. 

"We will go to every extent ... will stand with the Kashmiris till 
the last breath," he said, adding, "I ask every Pakistani to come 
out of their homes, offices, workplaces every week for half an 
hour and on the upcoming Friday from 12 noon to 12.30pm to 
express solidarity with the people of Kashmir." 

He again warned that if India resorted to aggression, it would 
have far-reaching impacts on the entire world as the both 
countries possessed nuclear arms. 

He said Pakistan's Kashmir policy was at a decisive point and 
he had apprised the world leaders about the plight of the 8 
million Kashmiri people in J&K. 

Taking the nation in confidence, the prime minister said his 
government came into power with the pledge to have good 
relations with all its neighbours as it believed that better ties 
were vital for uplifting their people from poverty, unemployment 
and to address shared issues of climate change and 
environment. But every peace move taken by Pakistan was 
frustrated by India with leveling of unfounded allegations. 

It is matter of great concerned that about five dozen Islamic 
countries who are members of the OIC – that failed to take any 
practical steps even for the liberation of Baitul Maqdas, the 
Qibla-i-Awwal, from Israeli occupation in five decades cannot 
be expected to do much for the Kashmiri people, Pakistan’s high 
hopes notwithstanding. 

In such a situation it is difficult to say how long the Kashmiris 
would have to offer sacrifices to sustain their liberation 
movement and achieve their ultimate goal. 

For decades Pakistan has been regarding Saudi Arabia as its 
closest ally, friend. The two countries have supported each other 
in difficult times. But KSA’s latest stand on Kashmir is not very 
encouraging for Pakistan as well as Kashmiris. 

Stand for 30 
minutes in 
solidarity with 
Kashmiris 
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G
e n o c i d e  
Watch, a US-
based organi-
zation, called 

upon the United Nations 
and its members to warn 
India not to commit 
genocide in Occupied 
Kashmir. Genocide 
Watch has issued an 
alert for Occupied Kash-
mir in the wake of  
India's ongoing clamp-
down in the Muslim ma-
jority region following 
revocation of  its special 
status. 

It issued the alert just as PM 
Imran Khan urged the interna-
tional community to prevent the 
impending genocide in Occupied 
Kashmir. 

The Genocide Watch, which 
keeps an eye on disputes across 
the world, gave a brief  history 
of  Kashmir in its alert while de-
tailing the reasons which led it 
to issue the warning. 

Explaining the reasons 
behind issuing the alert, 
the organization also re-
called the Indian atrocities 
in Kashmir where occupa-
tion forces have carried 
out genocide and mas-
sacres, killing people 
with impunity. 

Below are the 
early warnings of  
genocide stated by 
Genocide Watch on 
its website. 

1-An exclusionary ide-
ology of  “Hindutva” – 
India as Hindu nation – 
by Modi’s ruling BJP. 

2- Authoritarian mili-
tary rule without legal re-
straints imposed by civilian 
Indian officials. 

3. Rule by a minority mili-
tary force (Hindus and Sikhs) 
over majority Muslim citizens. 

4. Cut-off  of  communica-
tions and outside access by in-
ternet, media, and trade; 

5. Widespread violations of  
basic human rights – torture, rape, 
2-year detentions without charge, 
arbitrary arrests and de-
portations of  Muslim 
political and human 
rights leaders. 

It also listed the "Ten 
Stages of  the genocidal 
process" that it said are  
far advanced: 

1. Classification: Hindu and Sikh Indian 
Army “us” vs. Kashmiri Muslim civilian “them;” 

2. Symbolization: Muslims have Muslim 
names (on ID cards), Kashmiri language, dress, 
mosques; 

3. Discrimination: Hindu pan-
dits were economically dominant 
until 1990; BJP reasserted Hindu 
power; 

4. Dehumanization: Muslims 
are called “terrorists”, “sepa-
ratists,” “criminals,” “insurgents;” 

5. Organization: 600,000 heavily armed In-
dian Army troops and police dominate Kashmir; 

6. Polarization: Modi and the BJP incite anti-
Muslim hatred; social media spread falsehoods; 

7. Preparation: The Indian Army occupies 

Kashmir; BJP leaders speak of  the “Final Solu-
tion” for Kashmir; 

8. Persecution: Kashmiri Muslims are locked 
down, subject to arrest, torture, rape, and mur-
der; 

9: Extermination: Genocidal massacres oc-
curred during Partition; since 1990, there have 
been at least 25 massacres with death tolls over 
25: 10 of  Muslims by Indian troops; 15 of  Hindus 
by Muslim militants; 

10. Denial: Modi 
and BJP say their goals 
are to “bring prosperity” 
and “end terrorism”; 
they deny any mas-
sacres. No Indian Army 
troops or police are ever 
tried for torture, rape or 
murder. Modi’s takeover 
is popular in India. 

After the report, For-
eign Minister Shah 
Mehmood Qureshi has 
said that international 
organization for human 
rights “Genocide 

Watch” also confirmed Pakistan’s 
stance over the Occupied Kash-
mir. 

Minority Indian military 
force is ruling over majority 
Muslim population and 
massacre of  Kashmiris can 
start in Occupied Kashmir. 

FM Shah Mehmood 
Qureshi in his statement 

said that it has also con-
firmed what Pakistan is say-

ing consistently over the 
situation in the occupied 
Kashmir. 

He said mass killings 
are being done in the oc-
cupied Kashmir and 
genocide watch has is-
sued an alert after wit-
nessing all the situation 
and circumstances. 

FM said that situation 
in the occupied Kashmir 
became worse to that ex-
tent that international or-
ganization had to issue an 
alert. 

He said when Kash-
miris come out of  their 
homes, Indian forces 

fire bullets at them. 
Farhan Mujahid Chak, 

Associate Professor of  Po-
litical Science at Qatar 
University has said that 

the perpetrators of  geno-
cide dig up the mass graves, 

burn the bodies, try to cover 
up the evidence and intimidate 
the witnesses. All the while 

they claim all is normal in Kash-
mir. In Kashmir, the denial has 

gone to such laughable 
levels that Modi and the 
BJP say their goals are 
to "bring prosperity and 
development" and to 
" e n d 
terrorism. Most worri-
some, India is declaring 

to the world that they have begun to gradually 
ease the communications blockade. That is false. 

This cowardly rhetoric of  disingenuous 'eas-
ing' of  the lockdown is used to deflect interna-

tional attention. A total internet, 
land-line and communication 
'blackout' is ongoing. And, omi-
nously, foreshadows something 
more sinister forthcoming. That is, 
the real possibility of  genocide in 
Kashmir. 

Yet, amid these awful scenes of  
death, desolation and despair, Kashmiris have 
only become emboldened with the spirit of  're-
bellion'. 

There is no other choice. Faced with an un-
ruly, unforgiving adversary, all must unite. n 
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Minority Indian military force is ruling over 
ajority Muslim population and massacre of 
Kashmiris can start in Occupied Kashmir

US-based Genocide 
Watch calls upon UN 
to warn India not to 

commit genocide 

“Genocide Watch has issued an alert for Occupied Kashmir 
in the wake of India's ongoing clampdown in the Muslim 
majority region following revocation of its special status”



U
AE bestowed Indian Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi with the country's high-
est civilian honour - induction into the 
Order of  Zayed, effectively turning a 

blind eye to his government's continuing crackdown 
in the occupied Kashmir. The Muslim majority ter-
ritory has come under a renewed clampdown this 
month as the government of  India controversially 
revoked the autonomous status given to the Indian-
administered state of  Jammu and Kashmir. 

The move left 8 million Kashmiris living in an 
unprecedented lockdown while article 370 was 
stripped from them, leaving many citizens in total 
communication blackout and facing the prospect of  
an uncertain future Prime Minister Narendra Modi 
celebrated the revocation of  the status, despite the 
clear evidence of  human rights violations that have 
resulted in large scale unrest and heightened ten-
sions between India and Pakistan. 

But despite the plight of  many Muslims in Kash-
mir, the UAE, Bahrain, and many other Muslim 
majority countries have chosen to remain silent on 
the matter. 

In this context, the UAE's award to Modi - sup-
posedly for boosting "bilateral relations between the 
two countries" - is absurd. The move shows no em-
pathy or understanding for the current crisis between 
India and Pakistan, and an eye only for strategic 
economic-political gain. 

In fact, many Muslim majority countries con-

tinue to maintain convenient alliances with powerful 
allies for the sake of  economic gain, blithely ig-
norning the injustices inflicted upon their Muslim 
brothers and sisters. 

Indeed, $100 billion of  annual trade between 
Gulf  countries and India is not reason to dismiss un-

precedented human rights violations and the ill 
treatment of  Muslims in Kashmir, or any other 
country, for that matter. 

Kashmiri citizens have had to undergo a form of 
collective punishment during the recent lockdown, 
unable to contact anyone or meet their basic needs 
for food and clothing. 

Human Rights Watch has reported that "restric-
tions on movement placed vulnerable people at risk, 

hindering access to crucial medical care and other 
services". 

For its part, the UN is concerned that security 
forces were carrying out night raids and arresting 
young people, stating that, "Such detentions could 
constitute serious human rights violations, the alle-
gations must be thoroughly investigated by the au-
thorities, and, if  confirmed, those responsible must 
be held accountable". 

In addition, the UN further stated that "inde-
pendent experts also raised the alarm over excessive 
force against protesters, including the use of  live am-
munition, which could amount to violations of  the 
right to life." 

"India has the responsibility to use the minimum 
force necessary when policing protests," the experts 
concluded.  The use of  such harsh measures on 
peaceful protestors has resulted in many deaths and 
injuries causing further unrest in the territory. 

In an unacceptable move, Indian police have de-
tained 4,000 people in Kashmir under the contro-
versial Public Safety Act, which can allow the 
government to detain people without charge for up 
to two years. Many young Kashmiris are at risk of  
being detained and under the guise of  "security 
measures", with no way to contact their loved ones 
or access help. 

Those protesting the change in law are subject to 
violent security forces, who have been indiscrimi-
nately deploying tear gas and pellet guns amid 
crowds of  peaceful protestors. 

The UAE, however, has been supportive of  
India, calling the decision to downgrade Kashmir's 
status an "internal matter", in a callous show of  dis-
interest. 

The human rights violations in Kashmir are 
deeply concerning and should not be taken lightly, 
nor should they be downplayed. 

Accountability and justice must be sought im-
mediately by the international community and 
human rights groups, to ensure that those who have 
suffered have their rights protected. 

The Muslim nations of  the world must stand to-
gether against the atrocities inflicted upon Kashmir 
and other countries where many Muslims are being 
persecuted in complete impunity. 

The human rights of  all Kashmiris must be up-
held and respected. Regardless of  oil money or trade 
deals, governments in the Arab world should set the 
bar high, and hold those who have inflicted harm on 
them to account through the eyes of  the law. 

Meanwhile, Pakistan has quietly lodged a protest 
with the United Arab Emirates (UAE) over the Gulf  
state bestowing its highest civilian award on Indian 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi at a time when his 
government was involved in grave human rights vi-
olations in the occupied Kashmir. 

Pakistan had asked the UAE to review its deci-
sion in view of  the Modi government revoking the 
semi-autonomous status of  the disputed territory 
and imposing heavy restrictions on movement and a 
communication blockade there. n 

Modi doesn't deserve 
a medal

“Prime Minister Narendra Modi celebrated the revoca-
tion of the status, despite the clear evidence of human 
rights violations that have resulted in large scale unrest 
and heightened tensions between India and Pakistan.”
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many Muslims in Kashmir, 

the UAE, Bahrain, and 
many other Muslim 

majority countries have 
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P
akistan beat 
other countries 
including India 
to claim the top 

spot among Asia nations 
that showed steep up-
wards growth in their gig 
economies. 

It is good omen that 
Pakistan ranks 4th on top 
10 fastest growing free-
lance markets globally. 
The US topped the world 
in the growth of  freelance 
earnings in the second 
quarter with that figure 
rising 78% since the same 
quarter in 2018, accord-
ing to the global payment 
platform Payoneer’s 
Global Gig Economy 
Index. 

The world is becom-
ing a global village as the 
employment pool for 
firms around the world is 
expanding. Alongside its 
global expansion, this 
broader job market is 
flowing quickly to Asia, 
where workers are more 
educated and technically 
proficient from a younger 
age. 

With an ever-growing 
population of  freelancers 
in the country and initia-
tives taken by local bodies 
such as PITB, Pakistan 
has become Asia’s biggest 
epicenter for the internet’s 
ever-expanding market of  
remote work. The govern-
ment has launched many 
initiatives would reason 
behind immense growth 
of  freelancers. The e-Roz-
gar freelancing program 
which is a joint venture of  
the Punjab Information 
Technology Board 
(PITB), Youth Affairs, 
Sports, and Archeology & 
Tourism (YASAT)’s, has 
trained over 9,000 unem-
ployed graduates who have earned Rs 100 million 
through freelancing altogether. 

Though developing a better ecosystem for the 
Pakistani workforce to earn via freelancing is the 
need of  the hour but government should also focus 
on providing suitable employment opportunities in 
the country to utilize our youth’s potential in the 
local industry. 

The next fastest-growing markets were: 
1. US (78% growth) 
2. UK (59% growth) 
3. Brazil (48%)  
4. Pakistan (47% growth) 
5. Ukraine (36% growth) 
6. Philippines (35% growth) 
7. India (29% growth) 
8. Bangladesh (27% growth) 
9 Russia (20% growth)  
10. Serbia (19% growth). 
The report was based on a sample of  the more 

than 300,000 freelancers in Payoneer’s network. 
“In more mature markets like the US and UK, 

many companies, when they want to employ peo-
ple, want to take less risk,” says Eyal Moldovan, gen-
eral manager of  Payoneer. “That is why freelancing 
continues to grow at a very high pace.” 

There are also many professionals who volun-
tarily choose to freelance for lifestyle reasons, he 
said. “Platforms make it possible for them, and the 

work-from-home and gig economy is suitable for 
them,” Moldovan says.  

In one sign of  the increasing number of  people 
doing independent work in the US, the co-working 
giant WeWork filed paperwork recently, saying it 
planned to raise $1 billion in its initial public offer-
ing. Many free agents that need office space have 
turned to co-working spaces. 

In other markets, a key driver of  the growth in 
freelancers’ earnings is government-proposed out-
sourcing for industry, sometimes supported by tax 
breaks. “They are endorsing it,” says Moldovan.  

Take Ukraine. It has created a special taxation 
regime for IT outsourcers and product companies 
that release them from the value-added tax, notes 
Moldovan. It also lets them employ freelancers free 
of  labor tax as subcontractors. There are also sim-
plified foreign exchange controls for these compa-
nies. 

In the Philippines, the government-funded Rural 
Impact Sourcing Technical Training Project pro-

vides training for local tal-
ent with Information and 
Communications Tech-
nology-based knowledge 
to enable them to succeed 
as digital workers and en-
trepreneurs. 

In India, the govern-
ment provides freelancing 
opportunities for local tal-
ent under Digitize India 
Platform program. The 
government also provides 
training in digital skills 
through the India Skills 
Online program and the 
Ministry of  Skill Devel-
opment and Entrepre-
neurship focuses on 
supporting youth, 
women, and underrepre-
sented groups. 

At the same time, 
many freelancers in de-
veloping economies are 
young adults looking to 
get a foothold in a career. 

Pakistan, where many 
freelancers are under age 
30, is a good example. “In 
Pakistan, there is a 
younger generation seek-
ing more opportunities,” 
says Moldovan. “The do-
mestic market isn’t big 
and developed.” 

Here’s how the gener-
ations stacked up, in 
terms of  earnings, in Pay-
oneer’s research. 

On a global level, the 
35-44-year-old age group 
is doing the best at mak-
ing money. This group 
contributes 32% of  earn-
ings even though it repre-
sents only 23% of  
freelancers.  

The youngest cohort 
of  freelancers, those ages 
18-34, made up 64% of  
freelancers but only 
earned 53% of  total earn-
ings.  

Those ages 45-54 
made up 9% of  freelancers and brought in 9.4% of  
earnings.  

Freelancers ages 55+ made up 5% of  freelancers 
and brought in 4.9% of  earnings. 

Freelancers are thinking like entrepreneurs 
In markets such as Ukraine and India, some free-

lancers are taking an entrepreneurial approach, out-
sourcing the projects they win to counterparts in 
lower-skilled countries so they can make a profit. 

“In India, when they take a project outsourced 
from overseas, they do subcontracting to lower-in-
come countries that are less competitive, like 
Bangladesh,” says Moldovan.  

Over time, Moldovan predicts, freelancers in 
Bangladesh will, in turn, be able to charge more. 
“It’s the law of  supply and demand,” he says. “As 
more companies there have experience in non-do-
mestic markets, rates will go up.” 

The easier flow of  information between coun-
tries is fostering phenomena like this in the digital 
era, Moldovan. And it will continue to transform 
markets, he believes. 

“In the past, it was the US and UK outsourcing 
most of  the work from developed to developing 
countries,” says Moldovan. “Now we start to see 
Asia rising. We see many countries in Asia out-
sourcing to other countries in Asia. There is a chang-
ing of  power among nations in the buying of  goods 
and services.” n
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Pakistan thrashes 
India to become No. 1 
Asia freelance earners
“Pakistan, where many freelancers are under age 30, is 

a good example. “In Pakistan, there is a younger 
generation seeking more opportunities,” says Moldovan. 

The domestic market isn’t big and developed”
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sample of the more than 
300,000 freelancers in 

Payoneer’s network





F
ederal Board of  Revenue (FBR) has de-
cided to issue notices to at least 100,000 
non-filers who own a house larger than 
500 square yards or a vehicle over 1,000 

cc. Chairman FBR Shabbar Zaidi talks to media 
and said we will definitely issues notices to all 
those people who are required to file returns under 
the Income Tax Ordinance.” 

The government, he said has extended the last 
date several times for filing of  tax returns to a 
maximum August 2 and announced an assets dec-
laration scheme to facilitate them to file their re-
turns. “We have decided to bring these non-filers 
into the tax net,” he said. 

So far 2.1 million people have filed their tax re-
turns, which is the highest in the FBR’s history. 
FBR has projected a target to enhance these re-
turns numbers to 4m for the tax year 2019. 

FBR has already compiled data of  almost 8-
10m individuals who own a house larger than five 
hundred square yards or a vehicle over 1,000 cc 
and bank accounts across the country. The data 
will be used for issuance of  notices in several 
phases. 

The FBR chairman said that government wants 
to increase tax returns to a reasonable level. All re-
gional tax offices (RTOs) have also been directed 
to issue notices to all those people on whom name 
industrial and commercial utility bills are issued, 
he said. 

The distribution companies have already been 
requested to identify such people and also re-
quested to consumers for converting bills to actual 
users. It has been observed that several bills are 
being issued on the name of  a single person. 

As per clause 181A of  the income tax law, it is 
imperative for commercial and industrial gas and 
electricity consumers to become part of  the Active 

Taxpayers List (ATL). There are 341,000 indus-
trial connections while more than 1m are com-
mercial consumers’ connections. 

He urged people to benefit from this opportu-
nity and file their tax returns timely to avoid diffi-
culties, stressing that ‘return filing is compulsory 
under the income tax ordinance’. 

As per proposed strategy, the notices will be 
couriered as well as sent electronically on available 
email address and cell number. 

The first and second notices at least will be 
handled electronically, as per strategy. The penalty 
for non-filing of  tax return is around Rs40,000. 
The notices will be se-
lected from the available 
data from top rich people 
to less rich in the priority. 
Another benchmark is to 
focus first on big cities 
and then move towards 
small cities. 

Asked whether there is 
any resistance for bringing 
these people into the tax 
net, Mr Zaidi said that 
public is now supporting 
the FBR. “People now want to make these people 
file their tax returns,” the chairman said, adding 
now people are more sensitive to poor tax compli-
ance in the country. 

With better enforcement, the chairman said he 
was expecting to achieve the ambitious revenue 
collection target of  over Rs5 trillion for the current 

fiscal year. “With better enforcement, the revenue 
collection will be achieved without additional rev-
enue measures,” he said. 

The July 2019 revenue collection so far shows 
improvement except in the customs collection. He 
said the revenue collection in the next two months 
is very important, which will make clear the trend 

in the remaining financial 
year. “We have seen sub-
stantial increase in rev-
enue collection because of  
revenue measures in the 
last budget,” he said. 

The chairman said 
that FBR revenue collec-
tion is one of  the bench-
mark in the IMF review. 

Meanwhile, Federal 
Board of  Revenue (FBR) 
has increased number of  

income tax return filers by 69 percent (over 1.36 
million) in one year which is an all time high 
record. 

Chief  In-Land Revenue (Operations) of  FBR 
Bakhtiar Muhammad said that according to the 
facts and figures, the number of  income tax filers 
reached over 2.5 million till August 21 this year, 

while number of  income tax return filers was over 
1.5 million last year. 

He said this year in the history of  Pakistan the 
increase in number of  annual income tax return 
filers is 69 percent which is all time high. Prime 
Minister Imran Khan and his Adviser on Finance 
and Revenue Dr Abdul Hafeez Shaikh have ap-
preciated FBR chairman, member In-Land Rev-
enue (Operations) and their team on this national 
achievement. Recently, Chairman FBR said that 
bringing fix tax scheme for small shop and busi-
ness owners was being deliberated upon. 

He said there was no justification behind the 
strike of  traders, and the Board would not back out 
from the condition of  getting computerised na-
tional identity cards (CNICs) on buying of  more 
than Rs50,000. The Chairman said that there was 
undue criticism and propaganda over the CNIC 
issue which came under consideration in the talks 
with the traders and businessmen of  Karachi. 

Chairman FBR Shabbar Zaidi has emphati-
cally stated that no tax has been imposed on edible 
items including flour. 

Addressing a news conference he said: “our 
target is to broaden the tax net. However, we will 
not take any decision that hurts our industry or 
trade.” n 
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FBR next step to grab 
non-filers who have big 
houses and cars

“The first and second notices at least will be handled 
electronically, as per strategy. The penalty for non-filing 
of tax return is around Rs40,000. The notices will be 
selected from the available data from top rich people to 
less rich in the priority”
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FBR has increased 
number of income tax 

return filers by 69 percent 
(over 1.36 million) in one 
year which is an all time 

high record



F
ederal Minister for Information Tech-
nology and Telecommunication Dr 
Khalid Maqbool Siddiqui visited Zong 
Headquarters (HQ) to officially test 

Pakistan’s first-ever 5G services by country’s 
leading telecommunication company, Zong, 
China Mobile Pakistan. Besides conducting the 
5G test at Zong HQ, Dr Khalid Maqbool ac-
companied by Wang Hua, Chairman and CEO 
Zong also visited the 5G experience center. The 
facility provided a 5G experience through vari-
ous innovative 5G use cases, harbingering the 
digital future. 

The Federal Minister for Information Tech-
nology and Telecommunication praised Zong for 
its resounding success, of  its successful 5G trials, 
which placed Pakistan on the elite list of  coun-
tries that are 5G ready. 

“This is a proud moment for both Pakistan 
and Zong. With the launch of  5G trials, we want 
to assure you that the advancement of  ICT and 
digital-led development is of  utmost importance 
for the Government of  Pakistan. In pursuance of  
our mission of  a “Digital Pakistan”, we will soon 
be a country powering the digitalization through 
5G.” said Dr Khalid Maqbool Siddiqui, Federal 
Minister for Information Technology and 
Telecommunication  

Being the first to launch 4G services in Pak-
istan, Zong has been the frontrunner of  the dig-
ital innovation in Pakistan. As an established 
leader of  the digital revolution in Pakistan, Zong 

is the first to reach a prolific mark of  over 13 mil-
lion 4G customers, first to deploy more than 
11000 4G towers and first to successfully test 5G 
services in Pakistan.  

The company’s state-of-the-art solution and 
services to its valuable customers have uplifted 
the telecommunication infrastructure across the 
country.   

Speaking at the occasion, Wang Hua Chair-
man and CEO said: “Zong’s strive to uplift the 
technological and digital landscape in Pakistan 
is aligned with the country’s vision to bring 5G 
services home. With the first successful trial of  
5G services in Pakistan, Zong has a steadfast 
commitment to building ‘Digital Pakistan and 
we are partaking its role in building the digital 

future of  the country. ” 
He further added, “With 5G readiness we 

have demonstrated that we have a long-term 
commitment for developing the digital ecosystem 
in Pakistan. Our continued investment is a testa-
ment for building the digital infrastructure in the 
country.” 

With the pursuit of  delivering best-in-class ex-
perience, Zong is abreast with the unfolding de-
mands of  modernized digitalization and will 
always be a pioneer in the Pakistani telecommu-
nication industry. 

PTA Chairman Maj-Gen (Retd) Amir Azeem 
Bajwa said the country will soon be able to enjoy 
5G services which will be introduced for com-
mercial purposes. 

Information Technology and Telecommuni-
cation Division Secretary Shoaib Siddiqui 
lauded the efforts by PTA and congratulated 
CMPak on becoming the first to have the 
achievement under their belt. 

“I would like to take this moment in congrat-
ulating Zong for becoming the first Pakistani 
telecommunications operator to have success-
fully conducted the 5G trial and putting Pakistan 
on a short-list of  countries which are 5G ready,” 
he said. 

Pakistan Telecommunication Authority 
(PTA) congratulated Zong on successful con-
duction of  5G trials in Pakistan and assured the 
mass public that more trials will be run in near 
future. n 

Zong successfully carries out 
Pakistan's first 5G trial 

“Federal Minister for Information Technology and Telecommunication Dr Khalid 
Maqbool Siddiqui visited Zong Headquarters (HQ) to officially test Pakistan’s first-ever 5G 
services by country’s leading telecommunication company, Zong, China Mobile Pakistan”

Pakistan Telecommunication 
Authority (PTA) congratulated 

Zong on successful 
conduction of 5G trials in Pak-

istan and assured the mass 
public that more trials will be 

run in near future
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U
fone concluded its week-long Azaadi 
celebration on account of Pakistan’s 72 
years of independence with full patriotic 
fervor. The entire organization partici-

pated with immense passion and reflected their love 
for Pakistan. The company portrayed true patriotism 
through a series of  activities aligned nationwide 
across Ufone offices ensuring that the spirit of  Inde-
pendence was felt throughout. Each activity allowed 
employees to connect with the rich culture and her-
itage of the country, enabling them to demonstrate 
their affection for their beloved homeland. In addi-
tion, to celebrate the 72nd Independence of Pakistan 
honoring the spirit of  freedom, Ufone set free 72 pi-

geons into the free sky of Islamabad. 
On this occasion, President and CEO of Ufone, 

Rashid Khan along with executive management 
team hoisted the national flag, employees sang the 
national anthem and vouched to serve their countries 
to the best of their abilities.  

The Pakistani Telecom Operator has always 
taken great pride in the heritage and traditions of  
Pakistan; the brand has focused on appreciating the 
individuality and strength of  every Pakistani. 
Through its various campaigns, Ufone has always 
identified unique and strong Pakistanis who have 
made a mark for themselves along with making their 
country proud. n 
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“President and CEO of Ufone, Rashid Khan along with executive management team 
hoisted the national flag, employees sang the national anthem and vouched to serve 
their countries to the best of their abilities”
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The Pakistani Telecom 
Operator has always taken 
great pride in the heritage 
and traditions of Pakistan; 
the brand has focused on 

appreciating the 
individuality and strength 

of every Pakistani.

Patriotic fervour at its peak in Ufone





J
azz, Pakistan’s leading digital communica-
tions company, is celebrating 25 years of  con-
necting and empowering Pakistanis beyond 
just phone calls and messages. From being 

one of  Pakistan’s earliest startups, Jazz now em-
powers 1 in 3 Pakistanis through the country’s 
largest data and voice network, which also plays a 
key factor in digitally enabling the country’s econ-
omy.  

Jazz is celebrating its silver jubilee by highlight-
ing its successes, lessons from failures, key players 
and its philosophy of  being a change agent for the 
next 25 years.  

“Jazz was launched with a concentrated focus 
on the mobile communications industry and a 
promise of  connecting Pakistan. 25 years on, we 
empower 60 million Pakistanis with high-speed mo-
bile internet, country’s largest voice and data net-
work, innovative VAS offerings and financial 
services,” said Aamir Ibrahim, CEO Jazz. “Our 
journey has been about focusing on access even in 
the remotest regions, a customer-centric approach 
and a commitment to affordable digital tools for 
all.” 

Acknowledging that 25 years of  dominance was 

not possible without loyal customers, employees 
and other partners, Aamir further added, “I would 
like to thank our customers for their belief  in us and 
our abilities to help them achieve their communi-
cations and financial needs, while always challeng-
ing us to be better. I would like to thank my 
colleagues, past and present. Your hard work, inge-

nuity and willingness to give of  yourselves is very 
special and is deeply admired. I would also like to 
thank our partners with whom we collaborate to de-
liver incredible work for our customers and the 
larger community.”  

Celebrations kicked off  with Ursula Burns, CEO 
of  VEON Limited and Jazz’s employees and senior 
management unveiling a special 25th Anniversary 

logo. Jazz Talks, an integral part of  the company’s 
silver jubilee celebrations, was also conducted at 
Jazz’s head office, where past leaders of  the com-
pany were invited to provide employees a glimpse 
of  the Mobilink to Jazz journey. Present at this event 
were the following former employees of  Jazz – 
Zouhair Khaliq, former CEO, Junaid Khan, former 

CEO, Parvez Abbasi, former CMO, Rehan Laiq, 
former executive finance and Hamid Farooq, former 
CFO. 

Jazz Talks is a 4 part conversation series looking 
to provide employees a glimpse of  Jazz’s journey 
through its people. Through informal discussions 
with Alumni, Jazz aspires to give each employee a 
window into the company throughout the years. n 
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Jazz celebrates 25 years of 
industry dominance

“Jazz Talks, an integral part of the company’s silver jubilee celebrations, was also 
conducted at Jazz’s head office, where past leaders of the company were invited to provide 
employees a glimpse of the Mobilink to Jazz journey”
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CEO Jazz Aamir Ibrahim 
thanks customers, 

colleagues and partners; 
employees acquainted with 
the Mobilink to Jazz journey 



P
akistan Telecommunication Company 
Limited (PTCL) has signed a Memoran-
dum of  Understanding (MoU) with Met-
ropolitan Corporation Islamabad (MCI), 

as part of  its agreement with Ministry of  Climate 
Change to support the Clean Green Pakistan 
Movement. This collaboration will include beau-
tification, renovation and re-landscaping of  3 
main places in the Capital City. 

The MoU was signed by Sheikh Ansar Aziz, 
Mayor of  Islamabad and Syed Mazhar Hussain, 
Chief  Human Resource Officer, PTCL, followed 
by plantation of  saplings at PTCL Headquarters, 
Islamabad. 

Under the MoU, the green area along 9th Av-
enue and Jinnah Avenue Intersection will be ren-
ovated for the construction of  a park near PTCL 
office building in F-8, Islamabad. PTCL is going 
to maintain and operate existing fountains in 
Kohsar Market, F-6 and 7th Avenue, near Zoo In-
tersection in Islamabad.  

This initiative is undertaken to improve the aes-
thetic look of  the capital and to create recreational 
activity opportunities for the residents, visitors and 
general public. 

On the occasion, Sheikh Ansar Aziz, Mayor of  

Islamabad said: “I am glad to be part of  this CSR 
initiative with PTCL for the beautification of  Is-
lamabad, under the Clean and Green movement. 

This agreement is an extension of  the MoU that 
was signed earlier this year between Ministry of  
Climate Change and PTCL. It is indeed a step in 
the right direction to see a national company com-
mitted to this cause and we need more multina-
tionals and private companies to come forward 
and join this movement.” 

On the occasion, Syed Mazhar Hussain, Chief  

Human Resource Officer PTCL said: “Being a na-
tional company, we are at the forefront of  serving 
communities across Pakistan under our CSR ini-
tiatives.  

Today, as part of  our commitment with the 
Ministry of  Climate Change, we are undertaking a 
few strategic locations in Islamabad for its further 
beautification and development of  recreational 
areas for general public.” 

PTCL believes in environmental protection 
through preservation of  the natural landscapes 
and contributing towards a greener Pakistan. n 

“Syed Mazhar Hussain, Chief Human Resource Officer PTCL said our commitment with 
the Ministry of Climate Change, we are undertaking a few strategic locations in Islamabad 
for its further beautification and development of recreational areas for general public”

The MoU was signed by 
Sheikh Ansar Aziz, Mayor 

of Islamabad and Syed 
Mazhar Hussain, Chief 

Human Resource Officer, 
PTCL, followed by planta-

tion of saplings at PTCL 
Headquarters, Islamabad

PTCL & MCI collaborate for 
beautification of the Capital under 
Clean & Green Pakistan Movement
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T
ECNO has finally released its highly an-
ticipated Spark. TECNO Spark Go is 
yet another mid-range phone launched 
by TECNO with incredible specifica-

tions at an amazing, budget friendly price. 
Creek Ma General Manager for TECNO Mo-

bile Pakistan said: “It has always been TECNO’s 
objective to ensure excellence and high perform-
ance in all their devices. At very reasonable price 
the Spark Go comes with 4G LTE and a Drop 
Notch Display. At only Rs 12,999 it has no com-
petitors in the market, making it an extremely af-
fordable phone with so many exponential and 

exciting features. The Spark Go is a highly antic-
ipated phone released by TECNO and will most 
definitely be welcomed by the youth of  Pak-
istan.” 

Spark Go is 4G enabled, which means that 
customers can stream the internet at high speed 
without the worries of  lag or repeatedly chang-
ing mobile data speed. Spark Go also have an 

amazing 6.1 HD+ display, with a Drop Notch 
Screen which adheres to the current smartphone 
trends, giving an amazing resolution that is pleas-

ing to the eye.  
The Spark Go comes with 2GB RAM and 

16GB internal storage alongside 4G LTE that en-
sures high performance and speeds. It features a 
brilliant camera with fantastic enhancement tools 
like HDR and AI Beauty Mode. 

When it comes to data security, TECNO 
Spark Go is equipped with a very accurate Facial 
Unlock feature that unlocks your phone as soon 
as it recognizes your face. Spark Go is also 
packed with powerful 3000mAh battery that rel-
atively lasts longer on one charge cycle, giving 
more talk-time and standby capacity. 

Tecno Spark Go comes in two vivid and 
youthful colours, Nebula Black and Royal purple, 
with all its power-packed features at such an 
amazing price of  just Rs 12,999! n 
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TECNO launches Spark Go with 
exponential and exciting features

“At very reasonable price the Spark Go comes with 4G LTE and a Drop Notch Display. At 
only Rs 12,999 it has no competitors in the market, making it an extremely affordable phone. 
The Spark Go is a highly anticipated phone released by TECNO and will most definitely be 
welcomed by the youth of Pakistan said Creek Ma GM at TECNO Mobile Pakistan”
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TECNO Spark Go is 
equipped with a very 

accurate Facial Unlock 
feature that unlocks your 

phone as soon as it 
recognizes your face. Spark 

Go is also packed with 
powerful 3000mAh battery 

that relatively lasts longer 
on one charge cycle, giving 

more talk-time and 
standby capacity





T
CL has arranged an exclusive tour to the 
media including print, electronics and 
bloggers to Nathia Gali at the launching 
ceremony of  its brand new TV series P8S 

4K UHD Android TV™ recently. The P8S TV 
stands out with its full-screen, near bezel-less design 
and metallic frame, pushing the visual experience to 
the next level. The P8S series is available in the 50”, 
55” and 65” screen sizes.  

Speaking on the occasion, Sunny Yang General 
Manager TCL Pakistan highlighted about the P8S 
and said: “With the launch of  the P8S, we look for-
ward to giving Pakistani consumers an outstanding 
and hi-tech viewing experience. The P8S is a great 
reflection of  our plan to continue delivering an ever-

improving range of  products to the Pakistani 
market.”  

Majid Niazi, Marketing Manager TCL Pakistan 
added, “With the launch of  P8S, TCL aims to con-
tinue its focus on providing products packed with 
the latest features as well as providing the best Smart 
TV experience. Products like our P8S series will 
allow us to strengthen our bond further with con-
sumers who have already made us the leading smart 
TV brand in Pakistan for the past 2 years.” 

TCL is one of  leading players in the Global Con-
sumer Electronics industry with a global presence in 
over 150 countries. TCL has emerged as one of  the 
top 2 Leading LED TV brands in Pakistan in 2018 
with a particular focus in high end smart, 4K UHD 
and big size TVs, in which it has a significant 
market share. 
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“Sunny Yang GM TCL Pakistan said with the launch of the P8S, we look forward to 
giving Pakistani consumers an outstanding and hi-tech viewing experience. The P8S is 
a great reflection of our plan to continue delivering an ever-improving range of products 
to the Pakistani market”
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TCL’s P8S full-screen 4K AI 
TV pushes visual 

experience to next level. 
The new P-series 4K AI TV 
features full-screen design, 

smart functions, and 
Android P operating system

TCL unveils P8S full-screen 4K 
AI TV in Pakistan



F
ollowing an upbeat reception at its global un-
veiling recently in London, Honor - the lead-
ing smartphone e-brand, has announced the 
regional launch of  the Honor 20 Pro. The 

Google Play-certified Honor 20 Pro is available at all 
leading retailers across Pakistan from August 17, 2019 
for just Rs. 99,999. The event was graced by the pres-
ence of well-known celebrities & the flagship phone 
was revealed after a brief keynote by the management 
and was well received by the audience held in Karachi 
at Ambrosia. 

Demonstrating the company’s commitment to de-
livering the best technology and the most updated An-
droid experience, Honor has confirmed that the 20 
series will also be getting the upcoming Android Q up-
date soon including the Honor 20 Pro. 

Made to compliment your style while looking chic 

in your hand, Honor 20 Pro's all-new holographic de- sign creates subtle patterns and highlights that shine 
and move alongside different lights with multi-di-
mensional reflections.  

The device sets a new standard by combining a 
quad-camera module at the back, so that you can 
choose between the super wide-angle lens for epic 
landscape shots, telephoto lens for ultra-clear zoom, 
macro lens for up-close beauty and main camera for 
everyday moments. One of  the highest-ever ranked 
smartphone camera with a 111 DXOMARK. 

But that’s not all the Honor 20 Pro comes with an 
all-view display with a 91.7% screen-to-body ratio and 
6.26-inch hole punch display with FHD+ resolution, 
powered by Kirin 980 Processor including 8GB RAM 
+ 256GB internal storage. The phones feature a side 
fingerprint sensor, 4000mAh battery with USB Type 
C port and a Graphene cooling sheet technology. n 

“Honor 20 Pro comes with an all-view display with a 91.7% screen-to-body ratio and 6.26-
inch hole punch display with FHD+ resolution, powered by Kirin 980 Processor including 
8GB RAM + 256GB internal storage”

The event was graced by 
the presence of well-

known celebrities & the 
flagship phone was re-

vealed after a brief keynote 
by the management and 
was well received by the 
audience held in Karachi 

at Ambrosia

Honor unveils Google Play-certified 
Honor 20 Pro in Pakistan
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T
he officials of  the Ministry of  Climate 
Change visited the famous food outlet 
Savour Foods in Blue Area Islamabad to 
inspect the ban on plastic bags, however, 

its staff  manhandled the inspection team and utterly 
refused to comply with ban orders. 

Director General Pakistan Environmental Pro-
tection Agency (EPA), an executive agency under 
the Ministry of  Climate Change, Ms. Farzana Altaf  
along with its staff, and officials of  the district ad-
ministration and police reached Savour Foods as 
part of  its drive to ensure the implementation of  ban 
on plastic shopping bags. 

However, Savour Foods staff  resorted to bully-
ing and misbehaved with the entire inspection team 
including media. They also declined to act upon the 
orders with regard to banning the plastic bags. 

Following social media outrage, Savour Foods 
Islamabad has been sealed and fined for the use of  
plastic bags as well as attacking government offi-
cials. The action has been taken after the video of  
the incident went viral on social media. 

The complete event was captured on camera and 
was seen all across Pakistan on social media. Soon 
after the video went viral, many Pakistanis were fu-
rious and badly disappointed with the conduct of  
the employees of  Savour Foods and asked for the 
chain to be sealed owing to their actions. 

Savour Foods has sealed completely, an FIR also 
registered with imposed a fine of  Rs.200,000. The 
staff  who were involved in the incident arrested. 

Savour Foods is local food chain that serves 
thousands of  people every day in Islamabad and 
Lahore and earned million of  rupees daily.  

In 2015, District Administration in Islamabad 

sealed the ‘Savour Foods’ outlet in Blue Area, Is-
lamabad, after officials found their kitchen to be 
operating under unhygienic conditions and pres-
ence of  substandard food items. The authorities 
also summoned health certificates of  all kitchen 
staff  employed by ‘Savour Foods’. 

Authorities raided the outlet in Blue Area as 
part of  a crackdown against restaurants and out-
lets selling substandard food items. 

Chief  Executive Officer of  Savour Foods, 
Muhammad Naeem has apologized on the ‘mis-
behavior and misconduct by some staff  members 
during the usual visit of  the team of  Ministry of  
Climate Change’. 

Naeem condemned the bad behavior of  the 
staff, assuring that no such incident will take place 
in the future. 

He submitted the undertaking on an affidavit 
the copy of  which is available with Flare. 

I firmly assure you that none of  this incident 
will happen in the future, and I assure you that the 

restaurant will comply with the rules and regula-
tions of  climate change accordingly. 

He further requested the ministry to authorize 
Savour Foods to resume its operations in Blue 
Area branch. n 
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Public call for 
boycott of Savour 
Foods on plastic 
bag controversy

“Following social media outrage, Savour Foods Islamabad 
has been sealed and fined for the use of plastic bags as well as 
attacking government officials. The action has been taken 
after the video of the incident went viral on social media”
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CEO Savour Foods, 
Muhammad Naeem has 

apologized on the ‘misbe-
havior and misconduct by 

some staff members 
during the usual visit of 
the team of Ministry of 

Climate Change’
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T
he nation showed exemplary unity to ob-
serve Kashmir Solidarity Hour from 12.00 
pm to 12:30 pm to express solidarity with 
the Kashmiri people of  Indian Occupied 

Kashmir (IoK) over unprecedented atrocities and 
aggression being committed by Indian armed forces. 
People from all walks of  life including bankers, 
lawyers, traders, students, politicians, bureaucrats, 
and military personnel, participated in rallies. The 
people of  Pakistan would continue their support to 
Kashmiris brethren till they get their right to self-de-
termination. The entire nation stands with the peo-
ple of  Kashmir till the last breath. 

The ‘Kashmir Hour’ observed throughout Pak-
istan with the national anthems of  Pakistan and 
Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK) played in a show 
of  solidarity with the oppressed Kashmiris. 

Both the anthems were aired on all TV and FM 
channels. All people and traffic stood still as the na-
tional anthems were played. The rally started with 
the recitation of  the Holy Quran. 

Flags, badges and other items depicting Kashmir 
solidarity distributed among people particularly 
youth and children across the country during the 
Kashmir Hour. 

In a series of  tweet, the prime minister said that 
the daily injuring and killing of  Kashmiri civilians, 
including women and children, is all part of  the eth-
nic cleansing agenda of  the Modi government and it 
is illegal annexation of IOK. “The plan to change de-
mography of  IOK is a war crime under 4th Geneva 
Convention,” he said. Prime Minister Imran Khan 
said that Pakistanis must send a strong message to 
Kashmiris that the nation stands resolutely behind 
them. “So I am asking all Pakistanis for half  an hour 
tomorrow stop whatever you are doing and come out 
on the road to show solidarity with the Kashmiri 
people,” he urged. 

PM Imran Khan is also working on the dream of 
the father of  the nation Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad 
Ali Jinnah who termed Kashmir, Pakistan’s jugular 
vein, and Pakistani nation is ready to render any kind 
of  sacrifice for the Kashmir cause. 

Although, it is positive sign that some countries 
were also observed Kashmir Solidarity Hour to ex-
press support to the people of  occupied Kashmir 
reeling under coercive Indian measures and to draw 
world attention to emerging humanitarian tragedy in 
the held territory. 

Speakers of  the rallies expressed their solidarity 
with innocent Kashmiris and ensured their full co-

operation up to last extent and said that Kashmir is 
part of  Pakistan, but Indian government illegally 
occupied Kashmir to resort barbarism and atrocities 
and support the freedom of  Kashmir by every Pak-
istani and strongly condemned the atrocities of  India 
government and demanded the United Nations and 
other human rights organizations to play their pivotal 
role to resolve the issue of  Indian Held Kashmir 
and raised their voice “Kashmir will become part of  
Pakistan”. Leaders also observed silence of  minutes 

to firm with solidarity with people of  Kashmir. 
Kashmir Solidarity Hour was also observed in 

different world countries to express support to the 
people of  occupied Kashmir reeling under coercive 
Indian measures and to draw world attention to 
emerging humanitarian tragedy in the held territory.  

UN Secretary-General António Guterres has ex-
pressed concern over the situation in IoK saying that 
India should refrain from taking action that affects 
the legal status of  Jammu and Kashmir. European 
Parliament, US Congress subcommittees also discuss 
Kashmir issue. Even Organisation of  Islamic Coop-
eration (OIC) reaffirmed the internationally recog-

nised status of  the Jammu and Kashmir dispute, 
contradicting the Indian government's claim that the 
matter was a bilateral issue between it and Pakistan. 

Prime Minister Imran Khan decided to call In-
ternational Diplomatic Conference on Kashmir issue 
in which Members of  European Parliament, Inter-
national Scholars and Ambassadors would invited in 
Islamabad. 

The voice of  Pakistan echoed around the world 
as international bodies have also admitted that India 
is committing violation of  international laws as per 
define by UNO. The Kashmir dispute is not new 

when India and Pakistan won their independence 
from Britain in 1947 and the subcontinent was di-
vided, the legal status of  the princely state of  Jammu 
and Kashmir remained undecided. It became part of  
the UN-recognized disputed territory of  Kashmir, 
with India controlling 55% (all of  Jammu and Kash-
mir), Pakistan 30% and China nearly 15% of  the re-
gion. 

Prime Minister Imran Khan urged the interna-
tional community to consider the alarming situa-
tion of  ‘ethnic cleansing of  Muslims’ as the Indian 
government prepares to strip 1.9 million people of  
Assam state of  their citizenship under what it calls 
National Register of  Citizens (NRC). 

The premier took to Twitter and stated: “Re-
ports in Indian and international media on Modi 
government’s ethnic cleansing of  Muslims should 
send alarm bells ringing across the world that the il-
legal annexation of  Kashmir is part of  a wider pol-
icy to target Muslims.” 

Earlier, reports poured in that tens of  thousands 
of  paramilitary personnel and police have been de-
ployed in the north-eastern state of  Assam and sec-
tion 144 has been imposed to tighten the security as 
the Modi-led Hindu nationalist Indian government 

use ‘citizenship issue’ to target minority Muslim 
community, who form one-third of  Assam state’s 
population. Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s right-
hand Home Minister Amit Shah, who wants to im-
plement the NRC at the national level, once dubbed 
the migrants as “termites”. 

Coming just weeks after the Bharatiya Janata 
Party’s (BJP) government, in violation of  United 
Nations Security Council’s resolutions, abrogated 
Jammu and Kashmir’s decades-old autonomy; the 
NRC too is expected to go down as one of the biggest 
moves in Modi’s second term. Human rights experts 
have raised serious concern over the drive against 
suspected illegal immigrants in the border state of  
Assam, warning it could create a humanitarian cri-
sis that disproportionately affects Muslims and the 
region’s poorest communities. 

The United Nations special rapporteur on mi-
nority issues, Fernand de Varennes, said the exercise 
“raises quite a few red flags” and “may be considered 
to be a discriminatory process and approach”. De 
Varennes said the number of  people potentially af-
fected could make this the biggest exercise in state-
lessness since the 2nd World War. 

Modi, who supports the project in Assam, has 
pledged to roll the process out across the country. n
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H
ajj is the annual Islamic pilgrimage to 
Makkah in Saudi Arabia, the holiest city 
for Muslims – a trip that many of  the 
world’s more than 1.6 billion Muslims un-

dertake at least once in their lifetime. 
This year, 2.5 million people made the journey to 

Makkah, a journey that required dedicated informa-
tion and communication technology (ICT) infra-
structure planning by the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to 
ensure that both locals and pilgrims could access data-
heavy mobile applications to capture and share spe-
cial moments with family and friends around the 
world. Saudi Arabia government has provided maxi-
mum facilities to pilgrims during Hajj period. The pil-
grims praised the Hajj arrangements in the Kingdom. 
They have tried to make this obligation easier for Mus-
lims.  

Before starting of  Hajj, Saudi government has 
placed satellite in the orbit with the successful launch 
of the first Saudi satellite for communications (SGS-
1) for better speed and communication to the people 
especially pilgrims. The pilgrims praised interrupted 
telecom services even almost everyone wanted took 
selfie and sent to their parents, in-laws and friends.  

In the wake of the global selfie trend, an increas-
ing number of Muslims now document their pilgrim-
age on social media. Pilgrims post their selfies on 

Whatsapp, Twitter, Instagram and Facebook  
It is surprising to know that pilgrims from around 

the world used a total of 32.5 petabytes of data from 
day 1 to 11 of Hajj 2019. 

This was revealed in a report by the Communica-
tion and Information Technology Commission 
(CITC) of Saudi Arabia. It said that this year the use 
of internet services during Hajj witnessed a 26 percent 
increase compared to the previous year. 

The average number of subscribers reached nearly 
7.4 million per day, with total data consumption 
reaching 32.5 PB. 

The calling time [on and off data] increased by 309 
million hours in the holy cities of Makkah and Mad-
inah. The daily average download speed was 44.83 
Mbps in Makkah, and 48.14Mbps in Madinah – ex-
periencing a rise of 69% and 54% respectively. 

CITC said that it took various steps to ensure flaw-
less communication for the pilgrims to improve their 
Hajj experience. 

Over 7,000 ICT professional participated in deliv-
ering ICT services to the more than 7.4 million sub-
scribers of local and roaming users, and the network 
was delivered over 13,300 mobile service towers, in-
cluding 37 towers for 5G technology. 

The Saudi government also increased the total 
spectrum allocated for mobile services by 140 percent 

and implemented more than 5,400 Wi-Fi access 
points to accommodate this additional demand. 

It is remembered that Saudi authorities forbid tak-
ing photographs at the Holy Mosque in Makkah and 
the courtyard around it, and could deny entry to those 
found with cameras or cameraphones. 

However, people usually sneak their phones in, 
and in recent years officials have relaxed the rules on 
taking photos inside the premises. 

But some clerics have condemned the selfie fever 
as "touristy behavior" that destroys the tranquility and 
humility required for acts of worship during the holy 
pilgrimage. 

"Taking such selfies and videos defy the wish of 
our Prophet (PBUH)," a Jeddah-based scholar said. 
"When the Prophet went for Hajj he said, 'O Allah, I 
ask of you a pilgrimage that contains no boasting or 
showing off.'" 

They can be seen video recording themselves 
walking around the Kaaba, kissing the black stone, 
perched close to the mount of  Safa or Marwa, or 
standing near the green dome of  the Prophet’s 
mosque. Selfie fever has taken pilgrims and visitors to 
the Two Holy Mosques by storm in recent days, much 
to the chagrin of scholars and other pilgrims who con-
demn such ‘touristy behavior’. 

The urge to document their every move at the holy 
mosques of Makkah and Madinah, and to share these 
precious moments with friends and families on social 
media has resulted in more pilgrims using their 
phones in the holy mosques than they once used to. 

Many believe such behavior can be a deterrent to 
achieving humility and tranquility while performing 
acts of  worship, especially during the once-in-a-life-
time journey of Hajj. 

However, as has been witnessed in the past few 
days, it seems visitors to the two holy mosques do not 
want to be left behind in following trends of the world, 
even if  they contradict the nature of their worship. 

The sudden boom in selfies and photo shoots in 
the holy mosques premises can also be partly blamed 
on the increased sale and use of smartphones. 

Until a few years ago, camera phones were pro-
hibited from being taken inside the holy mosques, al-
though some pilgrims managed to sneak them in. 

However, authorities seem to have relaxed these 
rules as it is not uncommon to see pilgrims posing by 
the Kaaba and clicking away happily, although guards 
at the mosque entrances are reported to have prohib-
ited people carrying professional cameras from enter-
ing. 

“I was trying to pray Jumma in Masjid Al-Haram 
but a few people kept coming in front of me to film the 
Khutba (sermon) with their cameras. What happens 
to one’s khushoo (serenity in prayer) in such a situa-
tion is anyone’s guess,” said Ahmad, a Jeddah-based 
expat performing Hajj this year. 

“The number of people I’ve seen with cameras in-
side the Haram probably amounts to thousands dur-
ing Umrah last year, and given so many people have 
camera phones, it’s an endemic not easy to stop,” he 
added. 

He suggests that individual Hajj tour operators 
must inform their group members against excessive 
camera use so as not to distract themselves and others 
from the main purpose of  accomplishing Hajj 
Mabroor. n 
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All praise for Saudi 
Arabia’s ICT 
infrastructure as 2.5 
million pilgrims consumed 
32.5 petabytes of data

“Over 7,000 ICT professional participated in delivering 
ICT services to the more than 7.4 million subscribers of 
local and roaming users, and the network was delivered 
over 13,300 mobile service towers, including 37 towers 
for 5G technology”
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number of Muslims now 

document their pilgrimage 
on social media. Pilgrims 

post their selfies on What-
sapp, Twitter, Instagram 

and Facebook





T
he contemporary woman does not limit 
her abilities to the traditional mind set 
and the expectations of  the local com-
munity. This modern woman is not de-

fined by the society but has managed to take her 
own stand. This woman has learned to speak up 
for her rights, needs and does not shy away from 
working towards fulfilling her dreams. With the 
growing #MeToo and #TimesUp movement, 
women from around the world are becoming 
stronger and demanding their rights. This is the 
era of  women empowerment in the world. But is 
it in Pakistan? That is the question we ask today. 

Women comprise of  48.76% of  Pakistan pop-
ulation; almost half  of  us are women. And ma-
jority of  this number falls under the youth age 
bracket. Young abled bodies with a drive to make 
a name for themselves and for their country. So 
how much does the contemporary woman con-
tributes to the economy of  Pakistan. Only 25% of  
women in Pakistan are part of  the workforce. 
Shocking! When the world is talking about gen-
der equality and women empowerment, for 
women in Pakistan the struggle for career growth 
continues relentlessly. Women are outrageously 
underpaid with scarce opportunities available to 
them. Nearly 65% of  female doctors do not work 
after marriage and 80% of  business graduates sit 
at home after marriage. Similarly, when it comes 
to entrepreneurship less than 10% of  women are 
entrepreneurs. This may be attributed to lack of  
finances, mentoring, networking and support sys-
tem become a massive hurdle to overcome.  

A recent IMF study “determines that women’s 
economic empowerment is key to growth” and 

could boost Pakistan’s GDP by 30%. Therefore, 
how do we cater to the problems mentioned 
above. Do we organize protests demanding equal 
pay and career growth opportunities for women? 
Do we wait for policies encouraging entrepre-
neurship and small medium enterprises? Or do we 
stop depending on others for help and start help-
ing ourselves like the contemporary women of  
today’s world? 

The modern woman would find solutions for 
her problems herself. Let’s ponder on the essen-
tial requirements to live a financially independent 
life and become part of  the workforce on your 
own terms. The answer is quite clear Freelancing! 
By having the right skillset, you can earn dollars 
by sitting at home, without having to face any 
gender discrimination and without having to do 
any 9-5 stringent office hours. Pakistan ranks at 
number 3 in the global freelance market. It is pre-
dicted that this market will grow further to $250 
billion by 2020, as remote work is getting in-
creasingly popular around the world, particularly 
via freelancing websites such as Upwork and 

Fiverr. A gigantic opportunity for the modern 
woman to tap into. 

For the promotion of  freelancing, the Govern-
ment of  Pakistan has taken many initiatives 
amongst which a thriving and successful pro-
gramme is the DigiSkills Programme. The pro-
gramme is developed and run through Ignite, 
under the ambit of  Ministry of  Information Tech-
nology & Telecom. DigiSkills.pk is an online por-
tal providing training in digital skills required for 
freelancing jobs absolutely free. Courses offered 
include Freelancing, E-Commerce Management, 
Digital Literacy, Digital Marketing, AutoCAD, 
WordPress, Creative Writing, QuickBooks, 
Graphic Design and Search Engine Optimization. 
Within a year more than 455,000 trainings have 
been given with trainees earning more than USD 
2,000. Furthermore, it is also revealed that fe-
males who have tried the program have more re-
tention rate and find the courses to be extremely 
beneficial. 

“I started working as a freelancer in the field 
of  digital marketing and SEO. From the day I 
completed my courses till now, I have successfully 
finished 40 projects with 5 star ratings” 

Haifa Haleema Sadia, Earning USD 1,048 
This is the true representation of  the contem-

porary women in Pakistan, who do not give into 
societal pressures and hurdles, but pave pathways 
for their bright future on their own terms. Malala 
Yusafzai once said that “do not wait for someone 
else to come and speak for you. It’s you who can 
change the world.” It is time for the women to 
step forward and spur the economic growth of  
this country. n 
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The contemporary women of Pakistan

“Nearly 65% of female doctors do not work after marriage and 80% of business grad-
uates sit at home after marriage. Similarly, when it comes to entrepreneurship less than 
10% of women are entrepreneurs. This may be attributed to lack of finances, mentor-
ing, networking and support system become a massive hurdle to overcome”
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has taken many initiatives 
amongst which a thriving 

and successful programme 
is the DigiSkills Programme



T
he reason for the high frequency rate of  
acid attacks in Pakistan is that concentrated 
acid is cheap and easily available in the 
market across the country. There are no 

legal restrictions imposed on buying or selling acid. 
Acid attack perpetrators do not usually intend to kill 
their victims, but to cause long-lasting physical dam-
age and emotional trauma but may still result in 
death. A significant increase has been recorded in the 
number of  acid attack cases within the last six 
months. It is need of the hour that acid banned over 
the counter sale. Only authorised outlets can sell the 
volatile liquid provided buyers produce proper iden-
tity proof and transaction details are sent to the po-
lice, it helps curbing the rising cases of acid attacks on 
women. 

No wonder, cases of acid attacks on women con-

tinue to be reported in the region. There are two 
kinds of  acids that attackers mainly use: sulphuric 
meant for industries and hydrochloric produced for 
cleaning purposes in a diluted form. But both can be 
bought easily. Acid attacks became crime in 2010 
when Parliament passed the Acid Control and Acid 
Crime Prevention Bill, which can carry punishments 
of lifetime imprisonment. 

Even Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) 
is introducing “The Acid and Burn Crime Bill 2019” 
to criminalise acid and burn related violence pro-
posing death penalty or rigorous imprisonment for 
life on those who intentionally carry out acid and 
burn attacks. The number of women who were burnt 
in acid attacks back in 2008 increased from 56 to 155 
in 2017. According to the detailed figures, the num-
ber of acid victims has been 68 in 2009, 77 in 2010, 

79 in 2011, 83 in 2012, 88 in 2013, 96 in 2014, 105 in 
2015 and 132 in 2016. While the number of acid at-
tacks in 2018 has been 44, it is still something worth 
worrying. In the latest episode, Lahore police per-
sonnel have nabbed a man, Waheed, during a raid 
conducted over the complaint of acid attack occurred 
in Shahdara. 

According to police, Waheed went furious over 
her wife during a tussle over a minor domestic issue 
and attacked her by throwing acid on her. 60 per cent 
of the victim’s body was affected by the acid and she 
was under treatment in Mayo Hospital. 

Earlier on March 21, an Anti-Terrorism Court 
had handed a man 14 years’ jail sentence for hurling 
acid at a woman after she refused his proposal of  
marriage. The acid attacks are reported in many parts 
of the world, though more likely in developing coun-
tries. These attacks occur all over the world but they 
are most common in South Asian countries Pakistan, 
India and Bangladesh. 

In another incident, a woman attacked with acid 
received severe injuries here in the area of Saddar po-
lice station, Faisalabad. 

Ramzana (35), owner of  a small ‘dhaba’, food 
outlet, refused marriage proposal of accused Malik 
Nadeem reportedly several times. On her last refusal, 
he threw acid on her when she was working in her 
shop in 225-RB Ahmad Nagar. 

Two unidentified men allegedly gang-raped a 
housewife and threw acid on her here in ward No 3 
of  Fatehpur. ‘S’ (32) was asleep in the courtyard 
along with her two children when two suspects wear-
ing masks entered the house, held her hostage at gun-
point and allegedly gang-raped her. Later, they cut 
her hair and threw acid on her as a result she suffered 
burns on her back, right arm and leg. 

A man threw acid on a 20-year-old woman for re-
jecting him. The incident occurred in the Islam 
Colony area, Sukkur. A masked man had knocked 
on the door of the girl's house, saying that her mother 
had sent some milk for her. When the door was 
opened, the attacker threw acid at the woman. 

Statistics show that a common trigger behind 
these attacks is domestic disputes. Besides domestic 
disputes, motives behind these cases can include per-
sonal revenge, monetary and property disputes, re-
jection of  marriage proposals, suspicions of  illicit 
relations and freewill marriages. 

Women all over the world have been striving hard 
for their rights since long. In today’s modern world, 
the status of women doesn't yet depict a very posi-
tive picture, specifically in under-developed countries 
like Pakistan. Here gender discrimination is a serious 
concern and unfortunately with each passing day, de-
spite of some efforts from government and non-gov-
ernmental organizations, women in Pakistan are still 
deprived of their basic human rights. The incidents 
of  acid throwing’s in the name of  honor, not only 
bringing depraved and bad name for a country glob-
ally but it shows the existence of barbarism in a coun-
try where weak social values and poor legal system 
has added troubles for women. The current study has 
been conducted on one of the very serious issue that 
is acid throwing on women in Pakistan. n 

What's Govt doing to 
stop acid attacks?

“It is need of the hour that acid banned over the counter sale. 
Only authorised outlets can sell the volatile liquid provided 
buyers produce proper identity proof and transaction details 
are sent to the police, it helps curbing the rising cases of acid 
attacks on women”

The acid attacks are 
reported in many parts of 

the world, though more 
likely in developing coun-
tries. These attacks occur 
all over the world but they 

are most common in South 
Asian countries Pakistan, 

India and Bangladesh
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S
oon after the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf  
government’s first-year performance re-
port, claiming that the country had been 
put on the right track and people would 

start getting benefits from the second year of  its 
term. 

The budget deficit touched all-time high of  
Rs3.44 trillion in last fiscal year as the PTI-led 
government failed to enhance tax collection and 
reduce expenditures despite announcing two mini 
budgets and so-called austerity measures. The 
country’s expenditures have enhanced to Rs8.345 
trillion as compared to the revenues of  Rs4.9 tril-
lion during the last fiscal year. 

The country’s budget deficit was recorded at 
8.9 percent of  the gross domestic product (GDP) 
in the fiscal year 2018-19—the first year of  the 
PTI government in office. 

The deficit was only 6.6 percent of  the GDP 
in the preceding year, according to the latest data 
of  ministry of  finance. The deficit had widened 
due to massive shortfall of  Rs570 billion in tax 
collection and whopping increasing in expendi-
tures. 

The incumbent PTI government had failed to 
control soaring budget deficit despite the fact that 
it introduced two mini budgets and austerity 
measures. 

Initial target of  budget deficit was 5.1 percent 
of  the GDP for the year 2018-19. Later, the min-
istry of  finance projected the deficit at around 7.2 
percent of  the GDP after failing to achieve the tax 
collection target and increase in expenditures. 

However, the budget deficit had swelled by 1.7 
percent of  the GDP or Rs650 billion higher than 
earlier projected figure of  the Ministry of  Fi-
nance. 

The government had agreed with the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund (IMF) to reduce the budget 
deficit to 7.2 percent of  the GDP (Rs3.15 trillion) 
in the current fiscal year. Pakistan had agreed 
with the IMF to bring down the primary deficit to 
only 0.6% of  the GDP or Rs255 billion. 

According to the data, the country’s expendi-
tures were recorded at Rs8.345 trillion (21.6 per-
cent of  the GDP). The government had spent 
Rs2.09 trillion on paying domestic and foreign 
debt servicing. 

The break-up of  interest payment showed that 
Rs1.82 trillion was spent on domestic debt and 
Rs270.3 billion of  the foreign debt. The govern-
ment had allocated Rs1.6 trillion for interest pay-
ment for the entire current fiscal year. However, 
the amount could surge due to the sharp rupee de-
preciation. Dollar value had touched historic level 
of  above Rs160. 

Meanwhile, an amount Rs1.15 billion was 
spent on defence budget. The government had al-
located Rs1.1 trillion for the defence for the cur-
rent fiscal year. Meanwhile, the government had 
spent only Rs502.07 billion on federal develop-
ments projects in the last financial year. 

The provincial governments had spent 
Rs506.2 billion on the development projects. 

The documents showed that the government 
spent Rs392.9 billion on pension payments, 
Rs171.6 billion on public order and safety affairs, 
Rs97.08 billion on education, Rs16.08 billion on 
health and Rs12.7 billion on recreation, culture 

and religion. 
Of  the total revenues of  Rs4.9 trillion, the gov-

ernment collected around Rs363.94 billion as 
non-tax revenues during the financial year 
2018-19.  

In non-tax revenues, the government had col-
lected Rs35.7 billion as mark-up on public sector 
entities, Rs60.2 billion as dividend, Rs12.52 bil-
lion as profit of  State Bank of  Pakistan, Rs15.65 
billion as defence, Rs23 billion as passport fee and 
Rs14 billion as discount remained on crude oil, 
Rs87.9 billion as royalties on gas and oil, Rs7.72 
billion as windfall levy against crude oil and 
Rs62.4 billion through other sources. 

The four provincial governments recorded 
budget surplus of  Rs138.9 billion during the last 
fiscal year, as their expenditures remained at 
Rs2.86 trillion as compared to the revenues of  
Rs2.99 trillion.  

The government had budgeted provinces to 
give budget surplus of  Rs285.6 billion during the 
previous fiscal year. 

Prime Minister Imran Khan and its team 
rather than criticism of  leadership of  PML-N and 
PPP and hold both the parties responsible for 
country's profound economic woes. It is right time 
to work together pulling the country out of  its 
worst fiscal crisis. n 
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Budget deficit 
widens to 8.9% of 
GDP in 2018-19

“The budget deficit touched all-time high of Rs3.44 
trillion in last fiscal year as the PTI-led government failed 
to enhance tax collection and reduce expenditures 
despite announcing two mini budgets and so-called aus-
terity measures. The country’s expenditures have 
enhanced to Rs8.345 trillion as compared to the revenues 
of Rs4.9 trillion during the last fiscal year”
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However, the budget 
deficit had swelled by 1.7 

percent of the GDP or 
Rs650 billion higher than 
earlier projected figure of 

the Ministry of Finance





A
imed at facilitating access to cloud-based 
business solutions; Jazz Business signed 
a partnership with VMware, Inc. 
(NYSE: VMW), a leading innovator in 

enterprise software recently. The partnership enables 
Jazz to provide current and prospective customers 
with the country’s largest seamless cloud platform 
that will catalyze future-forward innovations in an 
increasingly digitalized global economy.  

In alignment with the National Digital Pakistan 
initiative; Jazz’s partnership with VMware will has-
ten the digitalization and transformation of  busi-
nesses. Facilitating access to VMware’s cutting-edge 
cloud solutions, Jazz will offer businesses access to 
cost effective, reliable and locally hosted cloud. This 
shall include Virtual Machines, storage and auxil-
iary services all on an intuitive and modern user in-
terface.  

All these best-in-class services will be provided 
through a purpose built cloud platform called Djazz 
Data Park, which is the largest ICT Data Center in 
Pakistan. The 300+rack, 3MW facility is built on in-
ternational standards of  power usage effectiveness.  

"This terrific new partnership comes right after 
President Trump and Prime Minister Khan com-
mitted us to developing the business ties between 
our countries, during the Prime Minister’s visit to 
Washington. There are lots of  win-win opportuni-
ties for greater private sector collaboration, like this 
one we are celebrating today,” said the United States 
Ambassador to Pakistan Paul W. Jones, at the sign-
ing ceremony. 

“This strategic venture with VMware allows on-
demand delivery of  computing power, database, 

storage, applications, and other IT resources via the 
internet, “said Syed Ali Naseer, Chief  Corporate & 
Enterprise Officer at Jazz. “Now we can shift focus 
towards our business customers by leveraging on our 
strengths in mobile and digital technologies to pro-

vide 360 solutions to companies, which shall assist 
them in minimizing up-front IT infrastructure costs 
and ensure improved manageability and less main-
tenance.”  

He further added, “Together we will accelerate 
our evolution and deepen engagement with startups, 
ecommerce companies and large organizations, 
while driving economic growth and adding jobs 
through new data centers." 

“The availability of  VMware’s industry leading 
cloud solutions will accelerate the digital transfor-
mation of  Pakistani enterprises, providing a strong 
impetus for the country’s growing digital economy. 
As the government, ICT providers and organiza-
tions rally together to develop the country’s digital 
capabilities through initiatives like Digital Pakistan, 
VMware stands ready to support the digitalization 
of  Pakistan’s digital economy. Our partnership with 
Jazz will not only inspire and supercharge next-gen-
eration innovation among local enterprises, but also 
open the door for them to be part of  the global dig-
ital economy,” said Ahsan Khan, Country Manager 
– Pakistan, VMware. 

Backed by Jazz’s countrywide mobile network, 
Jazz Business’s vision is to pave the way towards a 
connected world by providing innovative, fine-tuned 
business applications and intelligent digital solu-
tions. Helping businesses – from startups, SMEs and 
large enterprises – operate more efficiently, collabo-
rate more effectively, and connect better with their 
customers, Jazz Business aims at enabling business 
growth.  n 
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“Syed Ali Naseer, Chief Corporate & Enterprise Officer at Jazz said now we can shift focus 
towards our business customers by leveraging on our strengths in mobile and digital technolo-
gies to provide 360 solutions to companies, which shall assist them in minimizing up-front IT 
infrastructure costs and ensure improved manageability and less maintenance”
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Jazz will offer the country’s 
largest cloud platform to 

fast-track the digital 
transformation of 

enterprises looking to tap 
into the global economy

Jazz Business partners with 
VMware to build cloud platform 
Djazz Data Park





A
uthorities in the Russian region of  
Chechnya inaugurated the largest 
mosque in Europe in a pomp-filled 
ceremony attended by local and for-

eign officials. Named after the Prophet Mo-
hammed (PBUH), the marble-decorated mosque 
has capacity for more than 30,000 people and 
has been described by the Chechen authorities as 
the “largest and most beautiful” mosque in Eu-
rope.  

Chechen leader Ramzan Kadyrov, an ally of  
President Vladimir Putin, said the mosque — lo-
cated in Shali, a town of  54,000 just outside the 
regional capital Grozny — was “unique in its de-
sign, and majestic in its size and beauty”. 

The mosque’s grounds, planted with flowers 
and sprinkled with fountains, can host an addi-
tional 70,000 worshippers, local authorities said. 

Kadyrov, who was appointed by Putin to rule 
the Muslim-majority region in 2007, has spear-

headed a revival of  Islam in Chechnya, includ-
ing by building opulent mosques. 

In 2008 he unveiled the “Heart of  Chech-
nya”, a mosque with a capacity of  10,000 wor-
shippers in Grozny, a city that had been ravaged 
by two wars between Moscow and separatists 
after the 1991 break-up of  the Soviet Union. 

His supporters credit him with bringing rela-
tive calm and stability to a region dogged for 
years by a simmering insurgency.  

Minister of  Islamic Affairs, Call and Guid-
ance Sheikh Dr. Abdullatif  Al-Asheikh headed 
the Saudi delegation to the opening of  what is 
being billed as the largest mosque in Europe. 

Muslim World League (MWL) Secretary-
General Dr. Mohammed Bin Abdul Karim Al-
Issa delivered the first Friday sermon to be given 
in the mosque. 

Kadyrov welcomed the Saudi delegation and 
congratulated the Kingdom’s leadership on the 
success of  this year’s Hajj. 

The secretary-general of  the Organization of  
Islamic Cooperation, Dr. Yousef  Al-Othaimeen 
and United Arab Emirates Minister of 
Higher Education and Scientific Research His 
Highness Sheikh Nahayan Mabarak Al Nahayan 
also attended the event. n
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Europe's largest mosque unique in 
design and beauty inaugurated in Grozny

“Chechen leader Ramzan Kadyrov, an ally of President Vladimir Putin, said the mosque — 
located in Shali, a town of 54,000 just outside the regional capital Grozny — was “unique 
in its design, and majestic in its size and beauty”
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The secretary-general of 
the OIC, Dr. Yousef 

Al-Othaimeen and Sheikh 
Nahayan Mabarak Al 

Nahayan also attended 
the event





H
ere's a timeline of  the US-China trade 
war so far. March 1, 2018: President 
Donald Trump announces tariffs on all 
imports of  steel and aluminum, in-

cluding metals from China. 
March 22, 2018: Trump announces plans to 

impose 25% tariffs on $50 billion worth of  Chinese 
goods. China announces tariffs in retaliation to the 
steel and aluminum duties and promises a re-
sponse to the latest US announcement. 

April 3, 2018: US Trade Representative Robert 
Lighthizer announces a list of  Chinese goods sub-
ject to the tariffs. There is a mandatory 60-day 
comment period for industries to ask for exemp-
tions from the tariffs. 

April 4, 2018: China rolls out a list of  more 
than 100 US goods worth roughly $50 billion that 
are subject to retaliatory tariffs. 

May 21, 2018: After a meeting, the two coun-
tries announce the outline of  a trade deal to avoid 
the tariffs. 

May 29, 2018: The White House announces 

that the tariffs on $50 billion worth of  Chinese 
goods will move forward, with the final list of  
goods to be released on June 15. The move ap-
pears to wreck the nascent trade deal. 

June 15, 2018: Trump rolls out the final list of  
goods subject to new tariffs. Chinese imports 
worth $34 billion would be subject to the new 25% 
tariff  rate as of  July 6, with another $16 billion 
worth of  imports subject to the tariff  at a later 
date. China retaliates with an equivalent set of  tar-
iffs. 

June 18, 2018: Trump threatens 10% tariffs on 
another $200 billion worth of  Chinese goods. 

July 6, 2018:: The first tranche of  tariffs on $34 
billion worth of  Chinese goods takes effect; China 
responds in kind. 

July 10, 2018: The US releases an initial list of  
an additional $200 billion worth of  Chinese goods 
that could be subject to 10% tariffs. 

July 24, 2018: The Trump administration an-
nounces a $12 billion bailout package for farmers 
hurt by retaliatory duties on agricultural products, 

set to begin in September. 
August 1, 2018: Washington more than dou-

bles the value of  its tariff  threats against Beijing, 
announcing plans to increase the size of  proposed 
duties on $200 billion worth of  Chinese goods to 
25% from 10%. 

August 3, 2018: China says it will impose tar-
iffs at various rates on another $60 billion worth 
of  US goods if  Trump moves forward with his lat-
est threat. 

August 7, 2018: The US announces that the 
second tranche of  tariffs, which would hit $16 bil-
lion worth of  Chinese goods, will take effect Au-
gust 23. 

August 23, 2018: The US imposes tariffs on 
another $16 billion worth of  Chinese goods, and 
Beijing responds with tariffs on $16 billion worth 
of  US goods. 

September 7, 2018: Trump says the tranche of  
tariffs on $200 billion worth of  Chinese goods is 
coming "soon" and threatens to impose tariffs on 
another $267 billion worth of  Chinese goods. 
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“The Trump administration started a trade dispute with China in early 2018, in an 
attempt to address practices it said put US companies at a disadvantage. The two sides 
have since slapped steep tariffs on thousands of products and threatened further es-
calations, with no clear end in sight.”
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September 17, 2018: The US imposes tariffs on 
$200 billion worth of  Chinese goods, and the tar-
iff rate is scheduled to increase to 25% from 10% 
on January 1. 

December 1, 2018: Trump and Chinese Presi-
dent Xi Jinping sit down at the G20 summit in Ar-
gentina, where the two leaders hash out a trade 
truce, delaying the escalation of  US tariffs until 
March 1. 

December 4, 2018: Despite the truce, Trump 
tweets that he is still a "Tariff  Man" and says a 
deal will get done only if  it is in the best interest of  
the US. 

February 24, 2019: After a series of  negotia-
tions, Trump announces that US tariffs will not in-
crease on March 1. He delays the increase 
indefinitely. 

April 1, 2019: Violent clashes between author-
ities and pro-democracy protesters break out in 
Hong Kong, a semiautonomous Chinese territory. 
The government blames US influence for the 
demonstrations, but Trump maintains a softer tone 
with Xi. 

May 5, 2019: After apparent progress in talks, 
the US accuses China of  reneging on past trade 
commitments. Trump threatens to raise tariff  rates 
and place duties on another $300 billion worth of  
Chinese goods. 

May 10, 2019: Trump follows through with 
those threats, increasing import taxes to 25% from 
10% on about $200 billion worth of  products from 
China. Negotiations stall, and the US gives China 
a three-to-four-week deadline for a deal, according 
to Bloomberg. 

May 13, 2019: China retaliates against the US 
by announcing it will raise tariff  rates on $60 bil-
lion worth of  American products on June 1. 

May 15, 2019: Trump signs an executive order 
banning American companies from using telecom-
munications gear from foreign adversaries that of-
ficials declared as a threat to national security. He 
also adds Huawei and dozens of  other Chinese 
companies to the US's "Entity List." 

May 21, 2019: Xi calls on China to begin a 
new "long march," which is seen by some as a sig-
nal that the country is gearing up for a prolonged 
standoff  with the US. 

May 22, 2019: Xi visits one of  the largest sup-
pliers of  rare-earth elements in China. The move is 
widely seen as a reminder of  the leverage China 

holds when it comes to minerals the US relies on 
for a variety of  goods, from jet fuel to wind tur-
bines. 

May 23, 2019: Trump rolls out a $16 billion 
bailout program for farmers who have been hurt 
by China's retaliatory tariffs on agricultural prod-
ucts. 

June 2, 2019: China releases a policy paper 
blaming the US for stalled trade negotiations, 
drawing objections from the US Trade Represen-
tative. 

June 3, 2019: Secretary of  State Mike Pompeo 
calls on the Chinese government to publicly ac-
knowledge the anniversary of  the deadly crack-
down on the protests at Tiananmen Square in 
1989. 

June 4, 2019: A Foreign Ministry spokesman 

condemns Pompeo in a statement, saying his state-
ment amounted to interference in its internal af-
fairs. The Chinese government issues travel 
warnings for the US, saying its citizens had been 
subject to what it called harassment by American 
vlaw enforcement. 

June 10, 2019: Trump says that tariffs on $300 
billion worth of  Chinese products will take effect 
"immediately" if  progress isn't made at an antici-
pated meeting with Xi in Japan at the end of  the 
month. 

June 17, 2019: Hundreds of  company repre-
sentatives travel to Washington to testify against 
planned tariff  escalations before the US Trade 
Representative. Throughout seven days of  hear-
ings, many warn that taxing all imports from 
China would increase costs and threaten US jobs. 

June 17, 2019: Trump says he has spoken 
with Xi by phone in recent days. He confirms that 
the two leaders will sit down at G20 and adds 
that trade delegations will be in contact before 
then. 

June 25, 2019: Bloomberg reports that the US 
is preparing to stall additional tariffs on China at 
the Trump-Xi meeting. 

June 27, 2019: The Wall Street Journal re-
ports that Xi plans to head to his meeting with 
Trump armed with conditions for de-escalation, 
including lifting tariffs and a ban on Huawei. The 
Trump administration doubles down on previous 
threats, saying escalation is still on the table. 

June 29, 2019: Trump and Xi reach a trade-
war ceasefire on the sidelines of  G20, delaying 
planned tariffs on roughly $300 billion worth of  
Chinese products. The two sides agree to restart 
negotiations that stalled in May. 

July 3, 2019: Trump accuses other countries, 
including China, of  currency manipulation and 

suggests the US should weaken the dollar to com-
pete. 

July 9, 2019: Weeks after blacklisting Huawei, 
the Commerce Department says it will consider 
issuing licenses to companies who do business 
with the Chinese telecommunications giant. 

July 11, 2019: Trump accuses China of  reneg-
ing on a past commitment to purchase more 
American agricultural products. 

July 29, 2019: Lighthizer and Treasury Sec-
retary Steven Mnuchin resume trade talks with 
their Chinese counterparts in Shanghai. 

July 31, 2019: Those negotiations end, with 
the next round expected in September. Both sides 
portray the discussions as constructive, but there 
are few signs of  concrete progress. 

August 1, 2019: In a reversal, Trump abruptly 
announces the US will move forward with tariffs 
on virtually all remaining imports from China. 

August 2, 2019: China warns it will retaliate 
with "the necessary countermeasures" if  Trump 
follows through with his latest tariff  threats, 
which the country says violate an agreement 
reached at G20. 

August 5, 2019: The US Treasury Depart-
ment labels China as a currency manipulator 
after the country allows the yuan to breach the 
psychologically key level of  seven against the dol-
lar. China says it will halt purchases of  American 
agricultural products. 

August 9, 2019: Trump threatens again that 
the US will cut ties with Huawei. The Commerce 
Department says it will hold off  on making a de-
cision on licenses to do business with the 
telecommunications giant. 

August 13, 2019: The US delays a portion of  
tariffs on China, set to take effect September 1, 
until December 15. The administration says the 
move was meant to avoid disruptions to the hol-
iday shopping season in the US, a rare acknowl-
edgement that tariffs can raise prices. 

August 19, 2019: The Commerce Department 
says it will grant a temporary reprieve to Huawei, 
giving companies an extra 90 days to find an al-
ternative to the telecommunications giant. 

August 23, 2019: China prepares retaliatory 
tariffs on $75 billion worth of  US products and 
says it will reinstate duties on cars. The escala-
tions are set to go into place the same dates as on 
the US side. 

Trump vows to hit back against those coun-
termeasures, announcing the US will raise the 
tariff  rates on Chinese products by about 5%. Fi-
nancial markets tumble sharply as the president 
also orders private US companies to leave China, 
sowing confusion even though the command car-
ries no legislative weight. 

August 25, 2019: Trump suggests to reporters 
that he's having "second thoughts" on trade esca-
lations. The White House clarifies that statement 
hours later, saying the president only regrets not 
raising tariffs on China further. 

August 26, 2019: Trump moves to cast a pos-
itive light on trade negotiations as financial mar-
kets open. He says Chinese officials called over 
the weekend and want to make a deal but declines 
to elaborate. China disputes that claim. n 
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US President Donald Trump and Britain’s Prime 
Minister Boris Johnson discussed Huawei and 
5G technology at a bilateral meeting on the side-
lines of  a G7 summit in France, the White 
House said. 
“The President and Prime Minister also ad-
dressed global security issues of  mutual concern, 
especially Iran’s threat to freedom of  navigation 
in the Gulf, tensions in Hong Kong, 5G and 
Huawei, and instability in Libya and the Sahel 
region,” the White House said in a statement. 
The UK will decide whether Huawei should be 
excluded from the rollout of  its 5G mobile net-
works by the end of  the year, a cabinet minister 
has said. 
Digital Secretary Nicky Morgan told the media 
she hoped the government "could do something 
by the autumn". 
She stressed that the UK needed to make the 
"right decision" to help keep its networks secure.' 

Trump, Johnson 
discuss Huawei



T
otal private and public debts in the US have 
hit an all-time high $70 trillion. One con-
tributor, fueled by high interest rates and ex-
panding services, is credit card debt. Per 

capita credit card balances top $3,000 in the US, with 
the most expensive states to live in impacted the most. 

Credit card interest rates have hit a 25-year high, 
with average rates at 17%. Growing technological 
adoption has also contributed to push credit card debt 
per capita in the US to $3,200. Alaska, the District of 
Columbia and Hawaii lead the nation in credit card 
debt balances. Mississippi, West Virginia and Ken-
tucky are the states with the lowest credit card bur-
dens. 

The data comes from the Federal Reserve’s New 
York branch, which puts out quarterly reports on 
household debt and credit for all 50 states. Our viz 
shows credit card debt balance per capita by state as of 
Q4 2018. A darker shade of  blue indicates a higher 
debt load. 

The top 5 credit card debt balances by State (Com-
pared to national average) 

ᗓ1. Alaska: $4,350 (135.09%) 
ᗓ2. District Of Columbia: $4,180 (129.81%) 
ᗓ3. Hawaii: $4,060 (126.09%) 
ᗓ4. New Jersey: $4,040 (125.47%) 
ᗓ5. Maryland: $3,910 (121.43%) 
The lowest 5 credit card debt balances by State 

(Compared to national average) 
ᗓ1. Mississippi: $2,110 (65.53%) 
ᗓ2. West Virginia: $2,240 (69.57%) 
ᗓ3. Kentucky: $2,330 (72.36%) 
ᗓ4. Arkansas: $2,410 (74.84%) 
ᗓ5. Alabama: $2,420 (75.16%) 
Despite overall low interest rates, credit card rates 

have hit a 25-year high, with average interest rates at 
17%. At the same time, total consumer debt in the 
exceeded $4 trillion for the first time, a figure which 
includes credit card debt. 

Key players in the credit card industry have seen 
impressive gains with the rise in credit card debt. Card 
spending at JPMorgan rose 11% in the last quarter. 
Shares of  Mastercard and Visa, the largest card 
processors, have risen 47% and 37%, respectively, in 
2019, compared with an increase of about 20% for the 
S&P 500. 

Credit card spending continues to rise with the 
ever-growing presence of  online commerce, which 
increased by 15% in 2018 alone. Purchasing from 
anywhere on earth has never been easier, but paying 
for it is another story - 70% of US consumers admit 
they wouldn’t be able to pay their credit card debt off 
in a year.  

3 reasons to fear America's massive $70 trillion 
debt pile 

Worsening fiscal report card 
America's economy is beginning to show some 

cracks. Manufacturing is slowing down, and the trade 
war is hurting economies around the world. 

The United States remains one of  the most 
attractive places to invest, and its sovereign debt 
continues to be a safe bet for investors. But if  the 
economy slows, the United States will have to 
continue relying on investors — and in particular 
foreign nations — to buy its bonds. 

That will probably still happen. But the United 
States isn't making matters easy for itself. 

The government could run out of money by early 
September, before Congress gets back from its 
summer break, the US Treasury Department said 
Friday. That is why Treasury Secretary Steven 
Mnuchin requested that Congress raise the debt 
ceiling before the summer recess. Talks between 
Mnuchin and Speaker of  the House Nancy Pelosi 
have been productive, the Treasury secretary said. 

The government has not been able to borrow 
money since March, because of  congressionally 
mandated borrowing limits. If a fractured government 
fails to raise or temporarily suspend the debt ceiling, 
the United States could default on its debt, raising its 
borrowing costs and potentially throw the global 
economic system into chaos. 

America has a lot of  debt to pay back. The 
Treasury Department reported that the budget deficit 
jumped more than 23% between October and the end 
of June, widening some $750 billion. That is in part 
due to President Donald Trump's 2017 tax cuts. US 
debt is at a new all-time high because of increases in 
government borrowings, which now amount to 101% 
of GDP, the IIF says. 

But lower rates will be only a limited help in 
lowering the United States' interest burden, which 
amounted to an annualised $830 billion in the first 
quarter. If  the Fed cut rates by 100 basis points, or 1%, 
this bill could be some $20 billion to $25 billion lower 
per year, the IIF said. That's not nothing, but interest 
remains a financial burden for the United States. 

Mounting corporate credit 
Corporate America's debt situation isn't much 

better. 

An increase in bank lending has helped non-
financial corporate debt climb to new highs: 74% of 
GDP, according to the IIF. 

With the Fed preparing to cut interest rates, this 
trend is unlikely to reverse. Lower rates could allow 
companies with a large debt burden to breathe a sigh 
of relief, because it will become cheaper for them to 
refinance. But it will also invite companies with poor 
credit profiles to continue borrowing for less in the 
open market. 

Corporate America's profits are expected to have 
fallen in the second quarter — the second straight 
decline. And Wall Street analysts expect that to 
happen again in the current quarter. That means some 
companies may not be able to afford to pay back their 
debt if  the market and economy take a turn for the 
worse. 

Global risk 
Concerns about rising debt levels aren't confined 

to the United States. 
The global balance of  borrowings is over $246 

trillion, nearly 320% of worldwide GDP and just shy 
of  the all-time high it reached in the first quarter of 
2018. That means, overall, the world is borrowing 
more than it is producing. It is living beyond its means, 
so to speak. Such a massive pile of it puts the world — 
and emerging markets in particular — at risk to sudden 
shifts in market conditions. 

Borrowings are expected to grow as developed 
market central banks are shifting their policy stance 
back to easing mode. This could undermine 
"deleveraging efforts and reigniting concern about 
long-term headwinds to global growth," said the IIF. n 
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Illustrating the credit 
card debt burden in all 
50 states

“Key players in the credit card industry have seen im-
pressive gains with the rise in credit card debt. Card 
spending at JPMorgan rose 11% in the last quarter. Shares 
of Mastercard and Visa, the largest card processors, have 
risen 47% and 37%, respectively, in 2019, compared with 
an increase of about 20% for the S&P 500”
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Credit card interest rates 
have hit a 25-year high, 

with average rates at 17%. 
Growing technological 
adoption has also con-
tributed to push credit 

card debt per capita in the 
US to $3,200





J
azz’s Chief  Executive Officer, Aamir Ibrahim, 
recently visited the Tech Valley Durshal in 
Abbottabad, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, to ex-
plore further collaboration opportunities be-

tween the National Incubation Center’s Jazz xlr8 
programme and Durshal, a joint venture of  Khyber 
Pakhtunkhwa Information Technology Board 
(KPITB). Since 2017, Jazz has embarked on a jour-
ney to digitalize Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and has been 
proliferating the benefits of  connectivity and digital 
enablement under its ‘Make Your Mark’ pro-
gramme by empowering youth through technology 
and Digital Skills & Literacy. 

The main objective of  this visit was to meet and 
interact with startups, various policy makers, and 
seek prospective alliances within the tourism sector. 

Jazz, the country’s leading digital communica-
tions company, has always strived towards making 
Pakistan a better country for its people as well as 
others who wish to visit it, which is why it is work-
ing hard to collaborate and strengthen ties between 
itself  and various other sectors of  the country. 

Aamir Ibrahim was introduced to a number of  
Durshal Startups where possible synergies were dis-

cussed. The upcoming Tech Valley Conference 2020 
and Tourism Hackathon at DYS19 Peshawar were 
also discussed. Most of  the consultations centered 
on startups already working in tourism industry, 

what kind of  value they offer to some of  the already 
established names such as booking.com and Airbnb, 
and how Jazz can support the tourism sector 
through its continuous efforts to make a Digital Pak-
istan.  

During his visit, Aamir Ibrahim also met with 
notable dignitaries to discuss opportunities within 
the tourism sector. Aamir said: “Pakistan is home 
to some of  most picturesque landscapes; however, 
tourism facilities from a tourist’s perspective need 
support and development. We are excited to play 
our part and help promote tourism across Pakistan 
to portray a positive image of  the country globally. 
I am sure other organizations in Pakistan will also 
come forward whole-heartedly to support tourism 
in Pakistan.” 

Aamir Ibrahim also met with Director General 
Galiyat Development Authority, General Manager 
of  Careem, Shezad Jamal, Head of  Department 
Tourism and Hospitality Department, Hazara Uni-
versity and the team behind Chkar, a startup with 
up to 2000 rooms and houses on board in Galiyat 
with a vision to expand all across KP and Pakistan. 
Chkar is the Pakistani version of  Airbnb. N 
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Jazz promotes tourism across 
Pakistan to portray a positive 
image globally

“Aamir Ibrahim was introduced to a number of Durshal Startups where possible synergies 
were discussed. The upcoming Tech Valley Conference 2020 and Tourism Hackathon at 
DYS19 Peshawar were also discussed”
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CEO Jazz Aamir Ibrahim, 
recently visited the Tech 

Valley Durshal in 
Abbottabad to explore 
further collaboration 

opportunities between the 
National Incubation 

Center’s Jazz xlr8 
programme and Durshal, a 

joint venture of KPITB





T
he 6th iteration of  Telenor Pakistan’s 
‘Open Mind Pakistan’ program empow-
ered 20 young, differently-abled trainees 
who have graduated this year.  

The graduation ceremony took place at Telenor 
Pakistan campus 345. ‘Open Mind Pakistan’ is a vi-
sionary, one-of-a-kind special training program with 
the objective of  enhancing employability of  ‘Persons 
with Disabilities’ (PwDs) through skills develop-
ment, mentoring and on-job training; and now it has 
been taken a step further with the launch of  a com-
prehensive job portal, known as the ‘Disability Job 
Center’ (DJC).This will provide a one-stop site for 
adjoining job searchers (differently-abled) as well as 
job posters.  

The ‘Open Mind Pakistan’ 2019 edition kicked 
off  in January 2019 where 20 candidates were short-
listed for the program after fair & impartial testing 
and screening processes, specially modified to be ac-
cessible for the visual and hearing impaired. To fur-
ther empower this initiative, Telenor Pakistan, in 
collaboration with Unilever Pakistan and Special 
Talented Exchange Program (STEP) has designed 
and launched the all new job portal which solidifies 
career sustainability for PwDs and aid in their job-
hunting excursions.  

The portal is first of  its kind in Pakistan and the 
elementary aspect of  this initiative enables a large 
network of  potential employers to post selective jobs 
for special citizens. Other key features include; job 

opportunities, information regarding rights and serv-
ices, database of  beneficiaries and providers, skills 
development and training, entrepreneurship, and 
micro-financing. 

“It makes us really proud to see how this one-of-
a-kind program has now grown into an industry best 
practice for organizations striving to become more 
diverse, inclusive, and open-minded,” said Irfan 
Wahab Khan, CEO, Telenor Pakistan and Head of  
Telenor Emerging Asia Cluster, at the graduation 

ceremony. “This is one of  the many powerful ways 
how innovatively Telenor Pakistan is pursuing its 
mission of  empowering the Pakistani society and 
mainstreaming the marginalized segments of  its 

population. I congratulate the graduates of  the 6th 
batch of  Open Mind Pakistan and with the launch 
of  the Disability Job Portal; I look forward to see in-
creased employment opportunities for the differ-
ently-abled”, he added. 

Executive Director, STEP, Mr. Atif  Sheikh said, 
“By following the example we set today, the corpo-
rate sector, through continued collaboration with 
disabled people’s organisations can impactfully con-
tribute towards an inclusive society. These initiatives 
can be further scaled up through policy making at 
the government level.”  

In continuation of  OMP, Disability Job Center 
portal will establish awareness and help the differ-
ently-abled to identify their skills and apply them to 
benefit the corporate world as well as their own 
livelihood. This, undoubtedly, will create a level-
playing field for all and aid the professional pro-
gression of  individuals based on merit, and not on 
physical abilities/disabilities. 

Under the ‘Open Mind Pakistan’ program since 
2013, 92 extraordinary individuals have been in-
ducted, with three-fourth of  them managing to land 
a job. Being an equal opportunity employer, Telenor 
Pakistan has focused on empowering the society by 
building strategic partnerships, raising awareness 
through advocacy, trainings and volunteerism, en-
suring building accessibility and enabling inclusion 
in the workforce; and hence, adding more to its ar-
senal of  Corporate Responsibility. n 
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Telenor Pakistan through its 'Open 
Mind Pakistan' program’ 
empowered 20 young graduates

“It makes us really proud to see how this one-of-a-kind program has now grown into an in-
dustry best practice for organizations striving to become more diverse, inclusive, and 
open-minded,” said Irfan Wahab Khan, CEO, Telenor Pakistan and Head of Telenor 
Emerging Asia Cluster, at the graduation ceremony”
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Telenor Pakistan, in col-
laboration with Unilever 
Pakistan and Special Tal-
ent Exchange Program, 
launches the ‘Disability 

Job Center’ for the differ-
ently-abled.





F
ederal Board of Revenue (FBR) with the col-
laboration of Pakistan Telecommunication 
Authority (PTA) has collected Rs 5 billion 
and deposit to national exchequer by regis-

tering 44 million mobile phones under the Device 
Identification Registration and Blocking System 
(DIRBS). 

In order to curb the menace of  mobile phones 
theft, as well as smuggling of used mobile phones in 
the country, DIRBS has been made operational on the 
directions of Federal Cabinet. 

Previously, the mobile phones were cleared by the 
system in accordance with admissible allowances 
under the Baggage Rules, whereby the first mobile 
phone in a year was allowed registration in DIRBS 
free of duties. 

However, this registration of  first mobile phone 
without payment of duties and taxes has been with-
drawn under the new customs general order of  the 
FBR. 

Under the revised procedure for registration of  
mobile devices brought into Pakistan by international 
travellers, the FBR has said that the information sub-
mitted by the applicant will be auto-processed through 
the WEBOC system. Now, the system shall electron-
ically generate payment slip ID (PSID) for payment 
of duties. The applicant will then have options to pay 
the leviable duties through online banking, ATM, mo-
bile banking and bank branches of all leading banks. 
Once the system confirms the payment of duties, the 
mobile device will be white-listed in DIRBS, FBR 
said. 

The travellers can register the mobile phone sets 
brought in following the said procedure within 60 days 
of their arrival in Pakistan. After the expiry of afore-
said time limit, such mobile devices shall be registered 
on payment of leviable duties along with prescribed 
fine notified for the purpose. 

Moreover, PTA has also notified that mobile 
phone users that have dual-SIM phones where one 

IMEI is registered and the second hasn’t been regis-
tered are advised to get them registered with PTA be-
fore 31st August 2019. PTA will evaluate all such 
requests, and validated cases will be registered ac-
cordingly. The 2nd IMEI cannot be registered after 
31st August 2019. 

In one year Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) report 

while narrating the Customs Operations Performance 
mentioned that the initiatives made included intro-
duction of  Devices Identification Registration and 
Blocking System (DIRBS) was made establishment of 
National Targeting Centre (NTC), Border Manage-
ment Initiatives for Effective anti-smuggling and Ap-
praisement, creation of Directorate of Cross Border 
Currency Movement (CBCM), launch of Authorised  
Economic Operator Programme. The Customs Oper-
ations Performance also noted exemption of Custom 
Duty on import of  Plant and machinery by Green-
field projects and industry through supplementary 
budget, exemption or Reduction of  Custom Duty 
(CD) on industrial inputs, Export Facilitation through 
Reduction in retention period, Extension of exemp-
tion for erstwhile federally administered tribal areas 
(FATA region), automation and  simplification,  In-
creasing coverage of regulatory duty (RD) regime, in-
crease in pitch of  Additional Customs Duty, 
installation of scanners at various customs stations in 
Pakistan to facilitate and secure imports and exports. 

However, the further core initiatives taken were op-
timum compliance to the provisions of Trade Facili-
tation Agreement (TFA) to attract Foreign Direct 
Investment (FDI), generate economic activity, create 
employment opportunities and promote exports.  It 
also included successful deployment of the National 
Customs Enforcement Network (nCEN) [a system de-
veloped by the World Customs Organization (WCO)] 
in Data Center of FBR in collaboration with the De-
partment for International Development (DFID) and 
WCO free of cost. 

The FBR had also made strategic planning re-
forms (Recent Initiatives) were establishment of Tax 
Intelligence Unit (TIU) and Market Monitoring & In-
tervention (MMI) under the Trust Fund for Acceler-
ated Growth and Reforms (TAGR) Project. It also 
had launch of  Domestic Resource Mobilisation 
(DRM) Project, creation of  Tax Policy Unit within 
the Ministry of  Finance, Plaza Mapping at Lahore, 
Karachi and Islamabad. The FBR had also introduced 
a Currency Declaration System and Advanced Pas-
senger Information System at major airports of  the 
country. 

Realising the significance of  Information Tech-
nology in the field of revenue, Virtual One Stop Shop 
(VOSS) auto Issuance of  NTN, introduction of  Al-
ternate Delivery Channel (ADC) for payment of tax 
through internet banking and automated teller ma-
chine (ATM). 

It had also introduced FBR Maloomat which pro-
vides the asset information available with FBR to po-
tential taxpayers and also a mobile application (Tax 
Asaan) was also launched.  

Meanwhile, Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) in 
one year of the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) has in-
creased 60 percent collection of (Inland Revenue) IR 
Domestic Taxes. 

The FBR while broadening the Tax Base (Inland 
Revenue Policy) had achieved 99.2 percent target of 
taxes collection during the month of July 2019 by the 
IR-Operations Wing, which was Rs234 billion against 
the target of Rs236 billion of the assigned target, ac-
cording to the one year performance report of the PTI 
government shared by Special Assistant to Prime Min-
ister on Information and Broadcasting Firdous Ashiq 
Awan. 

The filing of returns of income for tax year 2018 
had reached to the total number of 2,404,371 as com-
pared to 1,486,756 returns filed for the tax year 2017 
indicating a growth of 62 percent over the last year. 
During Fiscal year 2018-19 the number of  new tax 
payers who filed returns of  income was 348,140 as 
compared to 146,096 filed during 2017-18 registering 
an increase of 137 percent. 

“In July 2019 the collection of sales tax is Rs123.4 
billion which is 26.4 percent higher than the collection 
of  sales tax in July 2018 which was Rs 97.6 billion. 
Similarly, Federal Excise Duty (FED) collection in 
July 2019 is 20 percent higher than the collection in 
July 2018,” it added. However, the tax collected under 
the Income Tax (other than Amnesty) in July 2019 
was Rs85.2 billion which is 42 percent higher than the 
collection of Income Tax in July 2018. n 
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DIRBS helps to increase 
state revenue by register-
ing 44 million handsets

“FBR with the collaboration of PTA has collected Rs 5 
billion and deposit to national exchequer by registering 
44 million mobile phones under the DIRBS”
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In order to curb the 
menace of mobile phones 
theft, as well as smuggling 
of used mobile phones in 
the country, DIRBS has 

been made operational on 
the directions of Federal 

Cabinet



H
onor, the leading smartphone brand, 
has announced the commercial avail-
ability of  the highly-anticipated Honor 
20 PRO during the launch event in 

Pakistan. Honor 20 PRO is available in attractive 
Phantom Black and Phantom Blue colors, across 
all channels for just Rs. 99,999. 

Honor 20 PRO is all set to create a stir in the 
region with its benchmark camera capabilities as 
it accorded 111 points by DxOMark, the 2nd 
highest score attained by any smartphone, the 
gold standard benchmark for camera quality in 
the industry.  

“We live in a very digitalized and hyper-con-
nected world, where your smartphone is your pri-
mary gateway to a world of  endless possibilities,” 
said Chris Sun Baigong, President of  Honor 
MEA. “The Honor 20 PRO has reimagined the 
smartphone camera in ways that were not possible 
a decade ago, allowing professional photogra-
phers and enthusiasts to express their creativity 
and capture their life moments in ultra-clarity, 
low-lit environment and in beautiful detail.” 

Complements stylish lifestyles with its ex-
quisite and fashionable design  

The Honor 20 PRO redefines the user experi-
ence by becoming the first product in Honor’s his-
tory to introduce the world’s first Dynamic 
Holographic glassback, which is crafted through 
an industry-first Triple 3D Mesh technology. As 

light passes through the glassback, light is re-
flected and refracted in all directions resulting in 
a mesmerizing and depth-inducing optical effect 
that sets the Honor 20 PRO apart from its prede-
cessors.  

A pro-grade camera experience with 2nd 
Highest DxOMark score 

The Honor 20 PRO’s impressive score puts it 
in close competition with other smartphone 
heavyweights and this commendable achievement 
can largely be attributed to the company’s relent-
less pursuit of  innovation. As the latest member 
of  the Honor N-Series range, the Honor 20 PRO 
embodies the pinnacle of  innovation and cements 
the brand’s leadership in smartphone design. This 
is the first time in the history of  the brand to in-

troduce a flagship device that comes equipped 
with a Sony IMX586 48MP AI Quad Camera and 
industry-largest f/1.4 wide aperture. In the most 

recent OTA (over-the-air) upgrade, Honor 20 
PRO also comes with Ultra-High ISO Sensitivity, 
which provides a better low-light photography ex-
perience.   

An all-round and unmatched smartphone 
experience 

Armed with best-in-class software and hard-
ware, Honor 20 PRO is also an enabler of  a truly 
intelligent experience for all users. The 7nm Kirin 
980 AI chipset is the main driver of  its speed and 
cutting-edge performance. It is equipped with a 
4,000mAh battery that can support a full-day un-
interrupted use while its super-large 256GB stor-
age provides the headroom for extreme demands. 
The Honor 20 PRO also boasts an industry-lead-
ing GPU Turbo 3.0 – a feature that enhances the 
device’s gaming capabilities by offering users with 
richer visual and tactile experience. To complete 
the entire experience, it comes with a Virtual 9.1 
Surround Sound system, one that supports most 
wired and wireless earphones allowing a more 
conducive audio environment.  

The campaign titled “Capture Wonder” en-
capsulates a key promise to its end-users enabling 
you to capture your magic moments in explicit de-
tail in everyday scenarios so you can make the 
most of  the lens capabilities and cease your spe-
cial moments. n 

Say hello to the most anticipated smartphone of the season 
Honor 20 PRO now available 
across all channels  

“The Honor 20 PRO has reimagined the smartphone camera in ways that were not 
possible a decade ago, allowing professional photographers and enthusiasts to ex-
press their creativity and capture their life moments in ultra-clarity, low-lit environ-
ment and in beautiful detail.”

#CaptureWonder by ceas-
ing your everyday magic 

moments with HONOR 20 
PRO’s AI QUAD Camera 
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V
ivo has recently launched the style focused 
S-series in Pakistan with the first smart-
phone Vivo S1, which aims to capture the 
attention of  youth with its vibrant design 

and unique features in the mid-range segment.  
While the ever-increasing dollar prices and new 

taxes levied by the government, it made all smart-
phones expensive in Pakistan and there is a little hope 
left for people who want to buy a flagship smartphone 
in a budget.  

The Vivo S1 easily passes for a flagship while 
being offered at almost half the price in Pakistan. This 
doesn’t mean that you will be getting pop-up cameras 
or Snapdragon’s latest chipset but having said that the 
overall performance of  Vivo S1 won’t make you ever 
regret the decision as it’s pretty powerful with a brand 
new Helio P65 chipset, 6GB of RAM and 128GB of 
Storage.  

Here are the six reasons we think make the Vivo 
S1 a perfect purchase for all budget conscious smart-
phone users in Pakistan.  

A bold & fresh design: 
For most of  the smartphone users, the looks mat-

ter a lot. You want people to notice your smartphone 
when you’re holding it, taking a call or just casually 
put it on the table. That’s the reason many people 
here in Pakistan buy the Apple products — they want 
to show off  the logo.  

S1 checks all the boxes in terms of  appearance 
and design; the gradient finish on the phone in skyline 
blue color is something we have only seen on pre-
mium phones (with above 1 lac prices).  

Furthermore, the Diamond Black version is some-
thing unique and the changing shades of  blue dia-
monds are just astonishing to watch and to 
“show-off” as well.  

Despite having a massively big battery, the phone 
doesn’t feel chunky or chubby and you will immedi-
ately notice that it’s something that feels good in 
hand. It’s a plastic build but looks like glass, so you 
can drop it on floor having not to worry about glass 
shattering; but be careful about the scratches.  

Super AMOLED always-on display: 
Most phones in under Rs. 50,000 have the usual 

IPS displays but this changes with Vivo S1. It uses a 

Super AMOLED panel that delivers punchy colors 
and “black” blacks; meaning the pictures and videos 
look great on your phone. No matter if  you’re sitting 
in a room with dim lights or walking under the 
scorching sun, you won’t find it difficult to read any-
thing on your phone.  

Moreover, the Super AMOLED Display makes it 
possible to use the Always-on feature, meaning that 
you can see notifications on your phone without even 
turning on the display and then there’s a variety of  
clocks and other animations that can make your 
phone’s standby screen even more interesting — that 
without taking much battery juice.  

The 6th generation in-display fingerprint scan-
ning technology: 

The IDFS has revolutionized the smartphones; 
gone were the days when there was an ugly button on 
the front or a grove on the back. Now biometric fin-
gerprint scanners are embedded right under the 
screen.  

Vivo was the first brand in the world to offer this 
technology in their smartphones and now they just 
keep getting better. The Vivo S1 uses the sixth-gen 
IDFS, which works almost the same as a physical fin-
gerprint scanner or may be even faster and more ac-
curate.  

Getting an IDFS in an under Rs. 50,000 smart-
phones are rare and usually they’re not that good. We 
have already seen a blunder made Samsung, that their 
IDFS didn’t work that left users in awe while they had 
to use the pin codes again. But, Vivo shines in this 
category and this fingerprint scanner is even faster 
than what we have tested on their flagship V15 Pro.  

32MP selfie camera: 
The Vivo S1 comes with a notch-display, which is 

the smallest we have ever seen on a phone, it’s not so 
intrusive; but it is there.  

Why there’s a notch — to house a 32MP camera 
sensor. While a pop-up camera would have added 
more “awesomeness” to design, the 32MP sensor 
isn’t so different from the flagship in terms of  per-
formance.  

The selfies look great, sharp and colorful; with all 
the detail you’ll need. It has beauty filters, emojis 
stickers and what not. Vivo smartphones are popular 

among the young crowd for their extra-ordinary selfie 
capabilities and this phone is no different — you will 
get decent selfies no matter what.  

AI triple rear cameras: 
Selfies are great for fun, but you need something 

more powerful to shoot the landscapes or a large 
group of  friends. The Vivo S1 is adequately armed in 
this department as well, by featuring a Triple Rear 
Camera setup with 16MP main lens, a 2MP depth 
sensor and an 8MP sensor just to take the wide-angle 
shots.  

The primary sensor has a large f/1.78 aperture 
which means more light will be captured in each shot, 
making all your photos vibrant and life like — even in 
the dark.  

The video segment could have used the OIS, how-
ever considering the price we can let this one go, but 
we’re really hoping that Vivo adds EIS in the next 
software update.  

A massive 4500mAh battery with super-fast 
charging:  

Vivo has recently showcased their first 5G smart-
phone that brings world’s fastest 120W Super Flash 
Charging technology — it juices up a 4000mAh bat-
tery in just 13 minutes.  

The Vivo S1 also features a fast charging mecha-
nism, but not that fast though. The 18W Dual Engine 
Quick Charge juices up the phone in almost an hour 
and the half  and you can play with your phone for a 
couple of  days after that.  

The battery optimization of resource hungry apps 
is just great and even if  you’re using 4G network 
while playing games like PUBG Mobile, it is guaran-
teed that you’ll get along for a day just fine.  

S1 is the super choice? 
Our verdict? Yes! The Vivo S1 is one of  the most 

powerful midrange smartphones we have ever tested. 
It’s sleek & stylish and provides bang for the buck. 
The official price for this phone is Rs. 49,999 but 
you’ll get some discount with a little bargain with the 
shopkeeper — so that will cost you around Rs. 
46,000. It’s a great deal in this price, considering this 
phone offers local warranty and free replacement as 
well. So, don’t wait up, buy it today before Vivo’s 
launches something more awesome. n 
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Six reasons that make the Vivo 
S1 perfect choice for your next 
smartphone purchase
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Islamabad: Taking another 
stride towards network trans-
formation and digitalisation, 
Telenor Pakistan and its net-
work partners have geared up 
to make the network 5G ready 
to pass on the benefits of  this 
transformative technology to 
the people of  Pakistan in the 
coming years.  

5G is the fifth-generation cel-
lular network technology that of-
fers faster data transfer speeds 
and enables advanced solutions 
such as smart homes, smart 
cities, autonomous driving, auto-
mated emergency services, re-
mote medical diagnosis, smart 
manufacturing, cloud gaming 
and enhanced content & media 
experiences to name a few. 

The development cements 
and once again demonstrates Te-
lenor Pakistan’s position as the 
frontrunner of innovation and 
digital transformation in the 
country. Today, the company has 
the country’s first and only 4.5G 
network and takes the lead with 
such industry-first initiatives as 

IoT, Cloud Services, and overall 
digital ecosystem development 
comprising innovative solutions 
for gaming, entertainment, and 
3G/4G devices portfolio, etc.  

Telenor Pakistan took the 
first step towards 5G enablement 
last year by beginning the evolu-
tion of its network core from 
legacy architecture to state-of-the-
art virtualized hybrid core, taking 
the lead towards 5G readiness. 
The latest development takes Te-
lenor Pakistan one step closer to 
successful launch of end-to-end 
5G trials to demonstrate the po-

tential of futuristic technologies 
and solutions for socioeconomic 
advancement.  

“As Pakistan gears up for fu-
ture technologies that will be in-
tegrated into governance, 
businesses and people’s lives, the 
role of 5G becomes imperative,” 
said Irfan Wahab Khan, Chief 
Executive Officer Telenor Pak-
istan and Head of Telenor 
Emerging Asia Cluster, while 
sharing his thoughts on the de-
velopment. “With this latest step 
towards digitalisation and net-
work transformation, Telenor 

Pakistan is opening up new pos-
sibilities for millions of Pakista-
nis who will be the actual 
winners in the development. We 
look forward to continued gov-
ernment support as a digitalisa-
tion partner for adequate 
spectrum allocation for adoption 
and penetration of 5G over the 
next few years.” 

“Staying devoted to our vi-
sion of empowering the people, 
we have made use of innovative 
technologies to bring them 
newer and better opportunities,” 
said Bilal Kazmi, Chief Market-

ing Officer, Telenor Pakistan 
while speaking to the media at 
Telenor Pakistan Headquarters. 
“We are happy to further our 
goals of  communications inno-
vation and digitalisation across 
sectors, which is exactly what 
this development aims for. We 
will continue to play our part to 
leverage technology as the great-
est equalizer and enhance the 
ecosystem that we set out to 
build years ago through network 
transformation and expansion, 
data solutions, content services 
and introduction of  affordable 
devices.” 

Telenor Pakistan, driven by 
its vision of  empowering soci-
eties, continues to take ground-
breaking initiatives to lead 
Pakistan towards a digital econ-
omy. Connectivity and data 
being the enablers that empower 
people, the company believes 
that connecting people to what 
matters most to them is truly 
realized only if  it continues to 
innovate and impact millions 
of  lives. n 
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Telenor Pakistan gets ready to bring 5G to Pakistan

 

Lahore: TECNO Mobile’s 
#SparkTheSpeed Challenge 
reaches 100 million views in 
less than a day! TECNO Mo-
bile collaborated with TikTok 
and five of  Pakistan’s most in-
fluential celebrities; Imran 
Ashraf, Hina Altaf, Ramsha 
Khan, Noor Hassan and 
Mikaal Zulfiqar to create the 
#SparkTheSpeed Challenge. 

All 5 of  the celebrities 
challenged all TikTok users of  
Pakistan to take on the 
#SparkTheSpeed challenge. 
In the challenge, everyone 
was to follow a beat and do 
the “Floss Dance” that sped 

up as the speed of  the beat in-
creased. The hashtag 
“#SparkTheSpeed” started 

trending on TikTok in less 
than a day and it gained up to 
100 million views! 

People responded quite 
enthusiastically to the chal-
lenge, accepting the chal-
lenge and proving their skills 
to show that they have what 

it takes to win against the 
celebrities. It was announced 
that the winner would win a 
free TECNO Spark Go! 

Till now, “#SparkTheS-
peed” is the number 1 trend-
ing hashtag on TikTok, with 
people posting their videos 
of  doing the challenge as 
every minute passes.  

TECNO released Spark 
Go earlier this month and 
the phone made immaculate 
sales online. The phone fea-
tures a 6.1 inch drop screen 
and a face unlock feature. It 
comes with a 3000mAh bat-
tery and a quad core 2.0 Ghz 

processor with a 1.25Ghz 
CPU.  

The Spark Go features 
2GB RAM and 16GB inter-
nal storage and has a 13MP 
rear camera and 8MP front 
camera, priced only at 
12,999! 

Mr. Creek Ma, General 
Manager for TECNO Mo-
bile Pakistan said that; “It 
has always been TECNO’s 
objective to ensure excel-
lence and high performance 
in all their devices. At very 
reasonable price the Spark 
Go comes with 4G LTE and 
a Drop Notch Display. At 

only Rs 12,999 it has no 
competitors in the market, 
making it an extremely af-
fordable phone with so 
many exponential and excit-
ing features. The Spark Go is 
a highly anticipated phone 
released by TECNO and will 
most definitely be welcomed 
by the youth of  Pakistan”.  

So what are you wait-
ing for? Grab your phone, 
open TikTok and take on 
the #SparkTheSpeed chal-
lenge. Get the chance to 
win a free TECNO Spark 
Go for yourself !  n      

#SparkTheSpeed Challenge reaches an enormous total of 100 million views!

Islamabad: Jazz has been 
conferred the Speedtest 
Awards™ by Ookla®, for the 
third consecutive time. The re-
sults were announced after 
Ookla compared user-initiated 
tests taken on the Speedtest 
iOS and Android mobile apps 
from all major mobile opera-
tors in Pakistan during Q1-Q2 
2019. The award marks a 
major achievement for Jazz for 
staying significantly ahead of  
its competitor telecom net-
works. 

In the test, Jazz achieved a 
Speed Score™ of  14.97, with 
average speeds of  15.95 Mbps 
for download and 11.60 MBPS 
for upload. This Speed Score of 
14.97 is significantly higher 

than other competing networks 
during Q1-Q2 2019. 

CEO of  Jazz, Aamir 

Ibrahim said on the occasion, 
“It is an honor to receive the 
Speedtest Award for the third 

time in a row. Jazz has ce-
mented its position in mobile 
broadband performance and re-

mains committed to delivering 
the best service to its customers 
through the country’s largest 
spectrum holding and superior 
network.” 

“With millions of  tests 
taken using Speedtest every 
day, Ookla has developed a 
robust and comprehensive 
view of  worldwide internet 
performance. It is our pleas-
ure to recognize Jazz as the 
fastest mobile network in 
Pakistan based on our rigor-
ous analysis. This award is a 
testament to Jazz’s excep-
tional performance, as expe-
rienced by their own 
customers,” said Jamie 
Steven, Executive Vice Presi-
dent of  Ookla..n 

Jazz wins top place for fastest internet speed
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Karachi: Samsung Pak-
istan unveiled the Galaxy 
Note 10 and 10+ at a launch 
event in Karachi. Company 
says that it’s Galaxy Note10 
series is engineered for today’s 
lifestyle, reflecting the need of  
users to make the most of  
every moment. 

Combining next-level 
camera, performance and pro-
ductivity tools with a sleek 
and slim design and an im-
mersive display, the Galaxy 
Note10 and Galaxy Note10+ 
offer users a smartphone ex-
perience that’s second to 
none. 

“Samsung is committed 
towards creating meaningful 

innovations for a better and 
new mobile experience for its 
consumers,” said Mr. Roy, 

MD, Samsung Electronics 
Pakistan speaking at the 
launch ceremony. 

“The Galaxy Note 10 and 
10+ is built for new era of  mo-
bile productivity and for this 

we have made our devices ex-
tremely powerful, versatile 
and seamlessly connected. It 

is a smartphone that can do 
anything and is designed for 
people who want to do every-
thing.” 

The launch ceremony 
was attended by influencers 
from all walks of  life. Guests 
at the event got to experience 
the amazing new features 
Samsung has introduced 
with the launch of  Galaxy 
Note 10 and 10+ in the form 
of  exquisite experience 
zones. 

Galaxy Note10 is engi-
neered for multi-faceted 
users to bring their new ideas 
to life with productivity, per-
formance, design and cre-
ativity tools.  n

Samsung Galaxy Note 10 and 10+ launched in Pakistan

Protest against the Indian 
atrocities was arranged at Na-
tional Telecommunication Cor-
poration HQs Islamabad. The 
protest was lead by MD NTC 
Brig ® Viqar Rashid Khan. Par-
ticipants displayed charts and 
banners in solidarity with Kash-
miris. Employees gathered for a 
stand still outside the building 
of  NTC HQs and raised slo-
gans against Indian austerities. 
National anthems of  Pakistan 
and Kashmir were also played 
at the occasion. Later, the pro-
testers marched towards Prime 
Minister Secretariat to listen the 
speech of  Prime Minister of  
Pakistan.n 

Protest against In-
dian atrocities at 

NTC HQsIslamabad: Texas Chicken 
just grand launched in Islam-
abad whole new impression 
that’s as big and bold as the 
brand’s signature Texas-in-
spired flavors. The newly 
launched chain attracted hun-
dreds of  chicken lovers. The 
magic of  the eye-catching cir-
cular insignia and a single 
Texas lone star was all over the 
place. The guests were served 
with free chicken to allow their 
taste buds to feel the flavor, fu-
sion and the blend of  spices.  

The franchise owner of  
Texas Chicken Pakistan, 
Adnan Asad, has decades of  
experience in the food service 
& cold logistics industry of  
Pakistan. “It’s evolutionary - 
not revolutionary, contempo-
rary, simple, striking, iconic, 
and without question, make 
sure that our Texas-style spirit 

and heritage is right there for 
everyone to notice”, he says. 

Adnan Asad is also the CEO 
of Venus Group of  Companies. 

The Venus Group currently 
operates in six countries, in-
cluding the US, Pakistan, Sri 
Lanka, Bangladesh, 
Afghanistan, and the United 

Arab Emirates. The group is in-
volved in consolidation and 

freight forwarding, warehous-
ing, logistics, and direct distri-
bution within the food service 
sector, and is the exclusive lo-
gistics partner for Pakistan for 
a number of  food & beverage 
and consumer product brands. 

As well, they manufacture their 
own line of  desserts, packaged 
ice cubes, dairy and non-dairy 
ice creams, tissue products, and 
have plans to add cheese, jams, 
and paper cups to their product 
line in the near future.  

The new Texas Chicken 
deal is a country-wide develop-
ment and franchise agreement 
with plans to set up 35 Texas 
Chicken restaurants through-
out the country. The Texas 
Chicken family is all set to im-
press the people of  the twin city 
with the authentic spirit of  
Texas.  

“We love how the new logo 
makes a statement that Texas 
Chicken is modern, bold, and 
unique. It is highly visible and 
looks good anywhere and 
everywhere,” says Tabish Jalil 
Mir - GM Marketing Texas 
Chicken, Pakistan.n

Texas Chicken™ hits Islamabad with a bang!

Foodpanda turns Gujranwala pink!
Gujranwala: Foodpanda 

has added the city of  food 
lovers, Gujranwala, as the 
latest destination to offer its 
app-ordering food services 
in the already growing mar-
ket in Pakistan. With this 
foodpanda has opened up a 
world of  exciting flavours 
to the residents of  Gujran-
wala from the comfort 
oftheir homes. And this 
Wednesday evening, people 
from restaurant industry, 
the media, food, lifestyle 
bloggers and top customers 
offoodpanda, all overjoyed, 
came together to celebrate 
foodpanda’s official launch 
in the city with the city 
adorned with its distinctive 
pink colour hoardings. 

The residents of  Gujran-
wala will now be able to 
order a variety of  food from 
over 200 restaurant part-
ners right to their homes, 
offices and even outdoor 
hotspots, increasing con-

venience for users and pro-
viding restaurant partners 

with a new avenue to reach 
customers. With the vision 
to deliver good food to peo-
ple’s every day, Gujran-
walathe industrial hub and 
a major city to enjoy the 
renowned service standards 
offered by foodpanda, fol-
lowing Karachi, Lahore 
and Islamabad. 

Aiming to deliver the 
best food the city has to 
offer to their customers no 
matter the craving or price 

range, Foodpanda knows 
that it is not merely about 

eating a meal but savouring 
that very first bite of  food 
with great discounts. 

“We are very excited to 
expand our service to Gu-
jranwala and deliver good 
food right to our customers’ 
doorstep, especially with 
our continuous up grada-
tion in our app and website. 

This is the perfect city 
for us to continue doing 
what we do best and we 
look forward to partnering 

with more restaurants on 
Foodpanda,” said Nauman 
Sikandar Mirza, CEO, 
Foodpanda Pakistan. 

The honourable chief  
guest, Gujranwala Addi-
tional Commissioner Nau-
man Hafeez expressed, 
“Gujranwala, already 
known for its creative com-
merce and thriving busi-
ness, is proud to be linked 
with a global e-commerce 
platform and bringing high 
quality food delivery ser-
vicesTothe city”.  

foodpanda has over 200 
specially curated restau-
rants that are available in 
Gujranwala, some of  which 
include the international 
chains like KFC, Pizza 
Hut, Subway, McDonald’s, 
Domino’s, Burger King and 
also the local heroes in-
cluding OPTP, The New 
Yorker Pizza, Tomatino 
Pizza Fiesta, Crunchies 
and many more. n

Islamabad: In order to reaf-
firm its commitment to the 
country, Telenor Pakistan, 
while preserving its legal rights, 
has offered to make a substan-
tial payment of USD 224.6 mil-
lion to the Government to 
ensure continuity of  services 
and preserve rights of  over 44 
million valued customers.  

The GSM license of  Te-
lenor Pakistan which was to be 
renewed by 25 May 2019 had 
been delayed by PTA and faces 
further delays due to unfair de-
mands on pricing and rollout 
obligations, which may signifi-
cantly distort the competitive 
landscape in the industry. 

Telenor Pakistan shall con-
tinue to pursue its legal case to 
fully protect its rights available 
under law, in order to have final 
resolution of  the matter. The 
company remains hopeful of  a 
fair outcome and looks forward 
to the Government and PTA to 
fulfil its commitment to ensure 
fair competition and forward-
looking policies and regula-
tions. n 

Telenor Pakistan to 
make significant 

payment towards li-
cense renewal

Islamabad: Jazz is proud to 
announce that its digital plat-
form, Jazz World has crossed 
more than two million monthly 
active users (MAUs). Jazz 
World, an online customer en-
gagement platform, has 
achieved this milestone within 
eight months of  its release on 
iOS and Android. Jazz World 
offers a range of  features to its 
subscribers which include 
checking prepaid mobile bal-
ance and postpaid bill, ability 
to recharge accou     nt, pay phone 
bills, and access usage history 
along with information on the 
best packages. The platform 
also allows subscribers to sub-
mit complaints, buy SIMs and 
much more. n 

Jazz World crosses 
2 million active users
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NATIONAL NEWS

Lahore: realme powered 
by Oppo, the fastest growing 
smartphone brand in Pak-
istan, bags the award for 
‘Most Popular Brand’ at 2nd 
Annual Daraz Summit. This 
Award by Daraz, Pakistan’s 
leading online marketplace 
Highlights brand’s contribu-
tions to the E-Commerce 
ecosystem over the past year. 
Realme accomplished 
tremendous growth records 
by creating flash sales and 
primarily selling products on-
line.  

Talking on the occasion, 
Harvey He, Marketing Direc-
tor - realme Pakistan, said 
“This award is in tune with 
our snappy young customers 

who get a trendy and fast 
partner that suits their 
lifestyle in realme. Daraz has 
seen new sale records with 
each price drop with the en-
tire stock being sold out in 
minutes or even seconds at 
instances. We built our ‘Dare 
to Leap’ concept based on 
this mission. We hope to pro-
vide young consumers with 
more surprising products 
within the same price range, 
and exceed their expecta-
tions, whether in design, per-
formance, or quality.” 

Pakistani realme fans 
have been given a taste of  fast 
paced innovation by the 
brand through various fea-
tures like the new technology 

of  a superior VOOC charger 
in 3pro or an extremely pow-

erful processor that plays 
freefire in its price range for 
the first time beating every 
other competitor. They have 

continuously taken a leap for-
ward in both design and per-

formance but the golden egg, 
is keeping the price afford-
able for the youth. The brand 
has a youthful identity not 

only in its devices but also in 
its business and sales tactics. 

Since its entry into the 
Pakistani market less than 8 
months ago, realme pow-
ered by Oppo, has already 
launched 5 products across 
different price segments 
from premium flagships to 
trendy mid-rangers, all de-
signed particularly for the 
youth. They are also gear-
ing up for the launch of  
their next products in the 
classic realme series in the 
coming months. realme is 
proving it has planned an 
even steeper growth trajec-
tory than its parent com-
pany through a targeted 
focus on the youth.  n

realme becomes No. 1 smartphone of choice for 
youth in Pakistan

Lahore Chairman Plan-
ning and Development (P&D) 
Habib ur Rehman Gillani has 
said that Pakistan is badly fac-
ing the problem of  increasing 
population. Child marriage is 
a human right violation. He 
was addressing a seminar or-
ganized by Punjab Population 
Innovation Fund (PPIF) in 
connection with World Popu-
lation Day 2019 in a local 
hotel recently. Secretary Popu-
lation Welfare Department 
Muhammad Hassan Iqbal, 
Chief  Executive Officer Jawad 
Ahmed Qureshi, Youth Am-
bassador PPIF Model Amna 
Ilyas, Executive Director 
Ajuka Theater Shahid 
Nadeem, Program Technical 
Specialist UNFPA Muham-
mad Shoaib Ahmad Shahzad, 
actor Sarmad Sultan Khosat, 
officers and employees of  Pop-

ulation Welfare Department 
and Punjab Population Inno-
vation Fund (PPIF) and large 

number of  female were pres-
ent in the seminar. He said 
that despite the remarkable 
progress, there are still mil-
lions of  women who are not 
permitted or empowered to 

freely decided the timing and 
spacing of  birth of  children. 
He said that instead of  efforts 

of  population welfare depart-
ment, many women are not 
provided with sexual and re-
productive health facilities. 
There are number of  reasons 
behind this population issue, 

education is on top of  the list. 
People are illiterate and are 
not aware about the impor-
tance of  contraceptive usage 
and its benefits. 

Secretary Population Wel-
fare Department Muhammad 
Hassan Iqbal has said that 
child marriage is a human 
right violation. It has many ef-
fects on girls health. It in-
creased risk of  death during 
child birth, high neo-natal and 
infant mortality and increased 
vulnerability to obstetric fis-
tula and undermines their 
overall future prospects of  de-
velopment. He also said that 
Pakistan was one of  the pio-
neer countries who integrated 
family planning services into 
their health services back in 
the 60’s. However, Pakistan 
lags behind regional countries 
with family planning indica-

tors characterized by stag-
nated level of  modern contra-
ceptive prevalence, high unmet 
need and poor quality of  care. 

CEO Jawad Ahmed 
Qureshi while addressing 
the participants said that we 
can’t live with the current 
rate of  population growth in 
the country. Its eating away 
our available resources and 
we can’t sustain with it. The 
incumbent government is 
taken notice of  the develop-
ing situation and planned to 
avert the possible cata-
strophic. Punjab Population 
Innovation Fund (PPIF) is 
seriously working on it and 
in consultation with the 
help of  local and interna-
tional partners working to 
control the prevailing fertil-
ity rate in the province of  
the Punjab. n

P&D terms child marriage is a human right violation

Islamabad: The Business 
Intelligence Group has recog-
nized Jazz Smart Schools pro-
gram as the “Sustainability 
Initiative of  the Year”. Jazz, 
Pakistan’s largest digital com-
pany has received other 
awards for this unique pro-
gram. The group made the an-
nouncement in their annual 
Sustainability Awards pro-
gram. The sought-after award 
recognizes high-impact indi-
viduals, teams, and organiza-
tions that make sustainability 
an integral part of  their busi-
ness practices. 

The Jazz Smart School 
Program increased student-
learning outcomes and the 
teaching methodology by 
adopting a digital learning so-

lution for public schools. The 
content was based on existing 
national educational curricu-
lum that was made more rele-
vant and engaging for 
students. This program was 
deployed through an online 
blended learning platform 
across 75 government schools 
for girls. The two-year pilot 
program began in 2017 and 
has impacted over 26,000 mid-
dle-school girls and 900 
women teachers and princi-
pals.  

The architecture of  the ac-
tivities and indicators are in 
alignment with United Na-
tions Sustainable Develop-
ment Goals 2030. Given the 
strong digital monitoring com-
ponent via mobile applica-

tions, the federal government 
education department now 

makes informed policy and 
decisions about these schools.  

“We understand that digi-
tal education is the future of  
learning. This is why we de-
sign initiatives that connect 
the right tools to create capac-
ity development for not just 
students but also the teachers,” 

said Aamir Ibrahim, CEO at 
Jazz. “We are delighted that 
our effort has been recognized 
by the Business Intelligence 
Group and we hope such 
global accolades will help the 
program’s scale-up nation-
wide.”  The company believes 
in bridging the digital literacy 
gap for Pakistan so the coun-
try can live its full economic 
potential as it becomes a for-
midable emerging economy. 

Mahboob Mahmood, 
Founder of  Knowledge Plat-
form, the educational solu-
tions company, noted: “This is 
the first edtech project to have 
successfully scaled in Pak-
istan, and has been driven by 
a really strong public-private 
partnership among the Federal 

Directorate of  Education, 
Jazz and Knowledge Plat-
form. The program’s success 
has involved change manage-
ment, teacher training, cam-
pus engagement and 
performance level accounta-
bility, as well as a cluster of  
digital content and technology 
solutions.” 

“We are proud to reward 
and recognize Jazz for their 
sustainability efforts,” said 
Maria Jimenez, Chief  Nom-
inations Officer, Business In-
telligence Group. “It was 
clear to our judges that their 
vision and strategy will con-
tinue to deliver results to-
ward a cleaner, more 
sustainable world. Congratu-
lations!”n

Jazz blended learning program receives 
prestigious international award
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